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Prologue
Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because fiction is obliged to stick to
possibilities; truth isn’t.
---Mark Twain

This book has no heroes, no villains, and no global events. It is simply a
collection of stories that I remember and that I have melded with what I know of my
family‟s history. It may not be any one else‟s truth, but it is my own.
In those days before television, computers or the Internet, story telling provided
family entertainment. Much of what I learned about my own ancestry comes from stories
told during those lazy summer nights when we gathered on the front porch of my
grandparents‟ house in Charlottesville after dinner. Now that the older family members
are all gone, these stories are mine to tell.
On a typical Saturday evening after dinner and prayers, Grampa Mason relaxed in
a hammock slung from a corner of the house to a pillar of the porch, while other members
of the family sought their favorite wooden rocking chairs. I usually sat next to Aunt Betty
on the creaky old glider with the stiff canvas covering. Mother and Daddy, Grammy, and
Uncle Freeland settled into straight-backed porch chairs and adjusted tidy little cushions
for comfort. I rocked back and forth on the glider and listened to the hum of the night
insects blending with the creak of the glider and the murmuring voices.
After exchanging the news of who was sick, who had died, and who was not in
church this week, the conversation always turned to tales from family history. Someone
would begin, “Do you remember that time when …. “ or, “I wonder what ever happened
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to old Missus So-and So….” or, “I’ve always enjoyed that one about…” and others
would chime in to embellish or refute the story.
From the time that I was old enough—four years old or so—I was included in the
conversation as long as I could stay awake. I was curious about my family and found them
all rather funny, so I asked many questions. The tellers of the tales were always happy to
elaborate and usually managed to impart a moral lesson or two. One question prompted
another, then another, until it was time for bed. Conversations continued to drift on the
summer air even as I drifted off to sleep, taking with me those memories of family time,
the symphony of voices, laughter and the hum of the crickets—a timeless lullaby.
The stories that follow are told, for the most part, using familial names. As this
may be confusing for those reading this for genealogical purposes, an Appendix is
provided which correlates the familial names with their full formal names.
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1. Connections
Many a family tree needs trimming.
--Kin Hubbard
Much as I loved the stories told by my grandparents and other relatives, it wasn‟t
until I was much older that I appreciated these oral histories. Fortunately, a few members
of my family had sufficient foresight to collect some of the stories in writing and to save
pictures, letters and diaries from their own time as well as from earlier generations.

The Historians
My great aunt Susie (Sue Jones), about whom we‟ll hear more later, was an avid
collector of tales and mementos relating to both the Jones and Mason families. Her
writings—biography, stories and poems—revealed many interesting things about my
Jones relatives. She wrote not only about her own adventures but also about her father,
Edward Valentine Jones, and his ancestors.
Martha Dabney Jones, called “Martha Dab” by my parents, and her younger
sister, Jane, were also valuable sources of family history. Martha was my parents‟ first
cousin, but because most of my older relatives were called Aunt or Uncle, she was
always “Aunt Martha” to me. Aunt Jane Dabney Jones was actually my real aunt, by
marriage that is. In one of several weird family interconnections, she married my
mother‟s older brother, Edward V. Jones III. Aunt Jane provided letters, notes, and
photographs as well as her own personal memories of my parents and their parents.
Meanwhile, Uncle Jack (Julien Jaquelin Mason), Dad‟s youngest brother, became the
Mason clan historian. In collaboration with his son, Bill, Uncle Jack compiled a family
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tree dating back to Charlemagne of France, a most impressive feat. Uncle Jack also
contributed his own observations and stories. Conversations with several of my own first
cousins added to my own collection as well.
Great Aunt Susie and Aunt Martha had much in common. Although they were
from different generations, they enjoyed a close relationship. Neither one ever married,
yet they were deeply involved with their extended families. Both women were very well
read, and articulate; they were highly intelligent and had many interests, including the
preservation of oral and written family history. They saved all sorts of family
mementos—pictures, books, verses, and letters—and, of course, stories to tell for all
occasions. Eventually, many of those mementos were passed along to me.
Although I was intensely interested in the material, it posed a problem—what do
I do with this stuff? Should I preserve it for the next generation? Do I put it all in a box?
Or, shall I write a book? Should I copy it verbatim or simply write what I remember?
Finally, my efforts resulted in a sort of collage, a blending of fact and fiction colored by
my own memories of what I saw and heard while growing up.

Who is Who
In reading the letters and journals of my older family members, I recognized
many names from stories told around the dinner table and after dinner porch sittings. The
various connections between the intermingled Jones and Mason families are complicated.
The civil war and the reconstruction in rural Virginia had an enormous impact on
family ties. For one thing, prior to the war, families who lived in close proximity to each
other socialized and sometimes intermarried. There were other changes as well. Lands
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and property were reapportioned, while distant relatives, even strangers, sometimes
became an integral part of the extended family.
With two world wars and a major depression in the 20th century, economic factors
became paramount. Many families were poor and lived on whatever they could grow or
barter for. Meanwhile, the younger generations moved away, seeking jobs and
adventure. The importance of the church as a unifying force receded. Women entered the
workforce, forever altering both family structure and economics. Finally, marriages no
longer required clan connections or approval, and, as a result, often occurred outside of
known family connections; family trees thus assumed more complex configurations.

From Generation unto Generation
That old biblical phrase rings in my mind, even though things are certainly never
the same from one generation to the next. The nuclear family of today is quite different
from the households of my grandparents and their parents. When my own parents were
growing up, a typical household included several generations. Anyone who was even
remotely related (such as third cousins twice removed) was “kin.” Even close friends and
neighbors of cousins became part of the household from time to time.
Kinship designations were mystifying. As a child, I often heard descriptions such
as, “he was one of the Joneses, but only a cousin once removed,” or “she was a Smith,
but she married one of Aunt Sue‟s Ruffin cousins, so she‟s certainly family,” or “they
were both second cousins to my mother, you see…” It seemed that where you came from
and to whom you were related was terribly important.
Our earliest ancestors arrived in colonial Virginia from England, Wales and
Scotland. Information about these early ones is scarce, but as the generations progressed,
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they formed complex interrelationships and had a number of names in common. Both
family and first, or “given,” names were often repeated, leading to no small amount of
confusion for us latecomers. Intermarriages were not uncommon, simply because social
relationships developed primarily among kinfolk. Along with the old custom of naming
offspring after family members, this meant that the same names cropped up again and
again through successive generations.
Members of our family simply took these multiple overlaps and name confusion
for granted. Still, when I had to draw a family tree for a third grade assignment, I was
puzzled. I asked my mother, “Why did so many people in our family marry their own
cousins?” She smiled tolerantly and replied without hesitation, “Well, you see dear,
nobody else was good enough for us!” The scary thing is, she really meant it.
My ancestors were not wealthy, but they behaved as if they were landed
aristocracy. Even though there was little money in that period between the civil war and
the mid-twentieth century, and the work of daily living was constant and arduous, my
immediate ancestors persisted in the belief that their genetic lines were far superior to
those of the common clay. Even though they were not wealthy, almost all were well
educated and widely read. Many chose professions—medicine, law, engineering or the
clergy—that reinforced the notion that education and class went hand in hand.
My mother was one of five children and my father one of three, providing me
with many attentive aunts and uncles. I was also the first grandchild for both Mason and
Jones grandparents, which led to my developing a strong sense of entitlement. Trouble
arose when I realized that I had to share not only my parents, but also all the other family
members, with a couple of unworthy younger brothers.
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When I became old enough to understand family connections and generations, l
learned that the oldest generation of females, my grandmothers and the various great
aunts were known as “the ladies.” The male members of that generation were called “the
gentlemen.” My mother‟s generation, including her sister, Alice, several first cousins and
all the various sisters-in-law, were called “the girls.” My father, his brothers and my
mother‟s brothers were “the boys.” I, along with my later arriving brothers and cousins,
were “the children.” With the passing of generations, these titles shifted, and now I‟ve
become one of the “ladies,” a label that my own children find highly amusing.

A Touch of Genealogy
Because the repetition of names across generations can be confusing even to me,
here are three schematics showing the relationships between the Joneses and the Masons.
The family of John Wiggington Jones is shown in Scheme A. These are the
relationships that led to the birth of my Jones grandfather, Edward Valentine Jones II and
his sister, Mary Ruffin Jones who would become my Mason grandmother. Edward
married Alice Crump Goodwin; Mary Ruffin married Wiley Collins Mason [Scheme A].
The children of the first union included my mother, also named Mary Ruffin Jones, and
of the second, my father, Wiley Roy Mason Jr. [Scheme B]. The Mason lineage going
back three generations is given in Scheme C. For simplicity, I do not shown my father‟s
siblings and their families in this illustration.
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A. Descendents of John Wiggington Jones

John Wiggington Jones

m

1807-1894

Edward Valentine Jones
1844-1923

m

Great Grandfather

Mary Eliza Valentine
1818-1853
Mary Eliza Valentine
1818-1853

Mary Smith Ruffin
1848-1941

Alice Crump Goodwin
1878=1961
Grandmother

Edward Valentine Jones II
1875-1943
Grandfather

m
1906

Mary Ruffin Jones
1879-1973
Grammy

Wiley Roy Collins Mason
1878-1968
Grampa
1912

Edmund Ruffin Jones
Big Uncle Ruffin

m
1903

Sue Wilcox Jones

Eight Sisters

my grandparents

m

Jane Dabney
Big Aunt Jane

Susie

1889-1989

Matha Dabney Jones
Aunt Martha

Jane Dabney Jones
Aunt Jane
cousins of my parents
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Edmund Ruffin Jones Jr
Uncle Ruffin

B. Jones Family -- my grandparents and parents

Edward Valentine Jones II
1875-1943
Grandfather

m
1906

Alice Crump Goodwin
1878=1961
Grandmother

Robert Archer Goodwin Jones
1908-1996
Uncle Bob

Edward Valentine Jones III
1910-2008
Uncle Edward
my parents
Mary Ruffin Jones
1912-1997
Mother

m
1935

Wiley Roy Mason Jr.
1913-1987
Dad

Archer LeBaron Jones
1916-1968
Uncle Archer

Alice Goodwin Jones
1921Aunt Alice

Alice Ruffin Mason

Wiley Roy Mason III

(me)

(brothers)
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Robert Archer Mason

C.

Mason Family showing my grandparents and my father

Elizabeth Freeland

m

Julien Jaquelin Mason

1844-

1841-

George Mason
1872-

Thomas Freeland Mason

Wiley Roy Collins Mason
1878-1968
Grampa

Mary Ruffin Jones

m
1912

1879-1973
Grammy

Elizabeth Freeland Mason

William Barton Mason
1882-

Wiley Roy Mason, Jr.
1913-1987

Edward Valentine Mason
1915-1963

Julien Jacquelin Mason
1917-

DDad
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Elders and Betters
Mother always told me that children should respect their elders and betters. I
didn’t quite understand what she meant by that, but it seemed to include all those older
people in our family. They were certainly elder, that was certain—but better?
My Mason grandparents, Grampa and Grammy, lived across town from our house
in Charlottesville with some other old relatives in a large, dark green house on Locust
Avenue. They had a big yard with fruit trees and lots of flowers. Two large flowering
magnolia trees in the front yard had names; they were named George and Martha, after
George Washington and his wife.
Pictures of the real Martha and George Washington hung in the front hall along
with several life-sized portraits of old people in black clothes. Grammy explained that
they were in our family and that they were my ancestors. They sure didn’t look like
anyone I knew, and they were kind of scary. I always hurried through the front hall
because those ancestor eyes would be looking at me.

Grampa (probably age 70)

Grammy

As I said, several old people lived in that house. Great Grandmother (Mary Smith
Ruffin Jones), who was Grammy and Susie’s mother, was the oldest. She wore a long
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black dress and a lace cap. She lived there because her husband had died. He was my
great-grandfather, Edward Valentine Jones. Great Grandmother wore a shoe with a thick
wooden sole on one foot because she had broken her hip, and one of her legs was shorter
than the other. Susie explained that Great Grandmother broke her hip when she tripped
over my father’s baby carriage. He was only 6 months old when that happened. Later on,
Great Grandmother had to be in a wheelchair. Her hip had never properly healed. She
never had a whole lot to say about anything, but she smiled at me a lot.
Grampa was the head of the house. He used to chuckle and say that he lived in a
hen house. He was short and didn’t have much hair. He made jokes all the time—I
thought he was terribly funny. Grampa really ruled the roost at that house, so Grammy
and the aunts always did whatever he said. He was a minister in the Episcopal Church,
and later on he became a Bishop, which was a big promotion. Every Sunday he had to
work at the church, which meant that we usually went to have dinner with them on a
Saturday rather than Sunday. Grampa really wanted to live on his farm outside of the city
and take care of his cows and pigs, but he couldn’t because somebody in the family had
to work. He had to settle for having a big garden in the backyard along with keeping
some chickens and a few turkeys.
My great aunts were Susie (Aunt Sue), Aunt Betty (Elizabeth Winegar) and
Auntie Lou (Louisa McGee). Aunt Betty and Auntie Lou were not direct kin, but they
still belonged in our family. Auntie Lou lived in her own house nearby, but she always
came over when we were there. Susie was Grammy’s younger sister, who did almost
everything—cooking, gardening, going to church, and catching fish from the creek. She
was always a lot of fun.
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All three of the great aunts were also my godmothers, a fact that they never let me
forget. A godmother, Mother explained, was someone who would look out for me and
make sure that I led a good Christian life. All of the great aunts took this mission very
seriously. I couldn‟t get away with a single thing.

Susie, Grammy & Grampa

Auntie Lou & Aunt Betty

Uncle Freeland also lived with my grandparents. He was Grampa’s older brother,
and he was the only one in our family to get divorced until I came along. He had a room
upstairs at the end of the hall, but he never let any of us kids come into his room. He was
sort of deaf, so we didn’t talk much.
Aunt Betty helped Grampa when he started the Blue Ridge Mountain School up
in Mission Home in the mountains. That was where he met Grammy—she was one of the
teachers. When Grampa and Grammy moved into town, they brought Aunt Betty too
because she didn’t have any family of her own.
Aunt Betty had a big loom up in her bedroom where she made place mats and
other woven things to sell. (I still have some lovely hand-woven place mats she made for
my mother; they look as good as when she first made them). She also loved gardening.
She made a big flower garden in the side yard, which also had a pond filled with water
lilies and goldfish. When I was very little, I used to float little leaf boats on the surface of
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the pond and collect bright hollyhock blossoms to line up at the pond edge. I pretended
that they were “ladies” with long, bright skirts. I wasn‟t supposed to get into the pond—
it wasn‟t a pond for

swimming—but I could

dangle my feet in the

water. Once or twice I fell

in, by accident of

course.

When I was a

little older, I would poke

around under the front

porch where Grampa kept

his gardening tools. I

wasn‟t supposed to go

there, but it was a great

place to hide when I

thought that someone

would make me wipe the

dishes or go to prayers.

In Aunt Betty’s Garden
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2. It’s All Relative
They lived and laughed and loved and left.
----James Joyce (Finnegan‟s Wake)

My relatives were characters, each and every one of them. I was fortunate
to have known some of them personally and to hear their stories. I‟m just sorry
that I didn‟t pay more attention when they told them. Sometimes things were
confusing, because many names were the same from one generation to another. I
had a hard time remembering who was from what family and what generation.

The Masons
My grandfather, Wiley Roy Collins Mason, was born in 1878, at “Cleveland,” his
parent‟s home in rural King George County in Virginia. His parents were Julien Jaquelin
Mason and Elizabeth Freeland of Baltimore, Maryland; both died before I was born.

Great Grandmother Mason
Great Grandfather Mason
(Elizabeth Freeland)
(Julien Jaquelin Mason)
These sturdy southerners had five children; my grandfather was the third son. I
never knew Grampa‟s oldest and youngest brothers, but I remember his next oldest
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brother, Thomas Freeland Mason, who we called Uncle Freeland. He lived with my
grandparents while I was growing up in Charlottesville. Grampa‟s younger sister,
Elizabeth Freeland Mason Tayloe (Aunt Bessie) sometimes came to visit Grampa and
Grammy, so I met her on several occasions. She was a very sweet lady with lots of white
hair who laughed a lot.
I found an old photo, taken during a reunion at Colonial Beach, where Grampa‟s
older brother, Freeland, lived. The year was probably 1924. I recognized my Mason

Mason Family Gathering at Colonial Beach, 1924
grandparents (back row center) along with Grampa‟s three brothers, his sister, their
spouses and children and his mother. Uncle Freeland is at the left; the matriarch
(Elizabeth Freeland) sits at the center, holding a grandchild on her knee; Aunt Bessie sits
in the middle row at right; my father is in the front row, third from right. He was probably
ten or eleven years old when the picture was taken.
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Uncle Jack explained that shortly after they moved to Charlottesville, Grampa
built three cottages at Colonial Beach where Uncles Freeland and George Mason lived.
Colonial Beach. The family would gather there each summer, coming from various
places around the state. Grampa and Grammy and their boys came from Charlottesville,
Uncle Barton and his family came from Orange, and Aunt Bessie came from King
George Court House along with her husband and daughter.
Young Wiley Roy Mason (my grandfather) left home to attend first the College of
William and Mary in Williamsburg and then Virginia Theological Seminary, where he
graduated in 1907. He then served his deaconate in the Mission Home district of the
Episcopal Diocese of Virginia. Uncle Jack (Grampa‟s youngest son) told me that he
doesn‟t know what attracted Grampa to the ministry; most previous members of the
Mason clan chose professions, such as law or engineering. While at Mission Home in the
Blue Ridge Mountains, Roy met Mary Ruffin Jones, who had come there to teach.
Although attracted to each other, they postponed marriage until my grandfather felt that
he could support a wife and family. They finally married in 1912 in Christ Church in
Middlesex, Virginia. Grampa was 33 years old and his bride was 32.*

At Mission Home
* In the original photo of my grandparents there is also a bird dog, possibly the famous Ponto, described in
a story about my father (see page 52).
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All three sons were born at home while my grandparents were living in Mission
Home. Uncle Jack tells me that the rural doctor didn‟t arrive in time for his birth, but a
mission worker, Elizabeth Winegar (Aunt Betty) served as midwife and ushered him
safely into the world. Aunt Betty moved with the family in 1918 to Charlottesville, when
Grampa became rector of Christ Church there.
My father, Wiley Roy Mason Jr., was the eldest of the three Mason sons. His
brothers were Edward (Edward Valentine Mason) and Jack (Julien Jacquelin Mason).
My father (Wiley Roy Mason, Jr.) married Mary Ruffin Jones (the second one) in 1934,
and they had three children, of which I am the oldest.
I had seven first cousins on the Mason side and five from the Jones side, but
because of circumstances in the post-war time, as well as our fathers‟ professional
obligations in distant places, we did not form the close inter-familial relationships that my
parents‟ generation did. My parents were the first of their generation to leave their home
state of Virginia. They moved to Atlanta, Georgia in the fall of 1949, when I was thirteen
years old. Uncle Jack married and had a family in New Jersey, and Uncle Edward‟s
family remained in Richmond, Virginia. The children and grandchildren have
scattered even further. Those youngest ones—my grandchildren‟s generation—will
probably never get to know even their first cousins, not to mention those twice and thrice
removed, a designation that I never understood anyway.

Keeping up with the Joneses
There are Jones people on both sides of my immediate family. Probably lots of
Joneses living in Wales and England wanted to get away from there. Maybe they were
20

just adventurous, or maybe they were running away from something. Whatever the
reason, our family got more than its fair share of Joneses.
When I was growing up, I heard some pretty interesting stories about the Joneses
from my older relatives. The elders of my family were always very proud of their
southern roots, even though they ended up on the bottom in the Civil War. If that war
were discussed at all, members of the older generations always referred to it as “the great
unpleasantness.” Somehow, I don‟t think that they really believed they had lost the war.
When I was in college in nearby Fredericksburg, VA, I learned about the early
Joneses from my great aunt, Susie, who was one of the Joneses herself. On weekends I
often went to Charlottesville to visit my Mason grandparents in and their extended
household of great aunts and Uncle Freeland. Susie was always happy to delve into the
subject of family history.
On one such visit we talked about the Jones ancestors. Just as I did when I was a
child, I plopped down on the single bed in Susie‟s room to chat with her while she
rummaged though her closet in search of something from her burgeoning collection of
family memorabilia. While I chattered away about the trivia in my own life, Susie
emerged with a long white box. “Do you remember that I told you about John
Wiggington Jones?” she asked.
“Oh yes, wasn‟t he the first Jones to come over from England?‟
“Well, no, but he was a descendant of that first one. He was several generations
later. I have something here you might like to see.”
Susie lifted the top of the box and pulled back a sheaf of yellowed tissue paper to
reveal a white linen suit. It was a man‟s suit, but how small it was!
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“This was John Wiggington‟s dress suit,” Susie said as she held up pants that
looked like they would fit a child of about ten.
“But those pants are so small!” I exclaimed. “How could they fit a grown man?
Tell me more about him.”
Susie sat down on the bed beside me. She clasped her hands nervously and rolled
her apron around them. Her eyes sparkled as she spoke.
“John Wiggington Jones was my grandfather. I didn‟t know him of course, but I
heard plenty of stories about him. He had an iron foundry in Buchanan, which is in
Fincastle County. He wasn‟t the very first Jones to come to this country; that would‟ve
been his great-grandfather, William, who came to America sometime before 1700 on a
merchant ship that took weeks to cross the ocean. We don‟t know why or how he got to
Virginia, but he did. He became a farmer because that was what he knew best.” Susie
paused and adjusted her spectacles.
“ The first Jones—William Wiggington Jones—married, but there is no record of
his wife, who she was or where she came from. He had a son named Gabriel—we call
him the „first Gabriel,‟ because there were several more Gabriels after that. One of those
was John Wiggington‟s father. Now, I don‟t know much about Gabriel Jones—I do
believe he was killed by a fall from a horse—but I do know that my grandfather, John
Wiggington Jones was born in 1807, and he had two wives and a large number of
children.
“Wow!” I said, still trying to picture John Wiggington Jones in his fancy white
linen suit.
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“ His first wife was Mary Eliza Valentine, “ Susie said. “She was from Staunton,
from a good family. “ I was still focused on the number of children. “Nine children? And
he married again?”
“You see, back then it wasn‟t unusual, “ Susie replied. “Women often died in
childbirth, and even if they survived that, many also died from tuberculosis and malaria.
It wasn‟t easy being a woman then. Men married to have children—they needed many
children to help on the farms, you see. My grandfather had nine children with my
grandmother. In fact, of those nine children, three of them—twins and another one—died
soon after birth. I was also told that John Wiggington‟s pregnant mother rode on
horseback for nearly 80 miles to reach the local midwife prior to his birth. It‟s a wonder
he made it here at all.”
I could only shake my head and exclaim, “Wow!”
Susie continued her story. “My grandmother, Mary Eliza was only 35 when she
died. When she died at the birth of the last one, John Wiggington married again and had
five more children. My half-great Aunt Julia, who was an Alexander, the first born of that
second marriage, always felt that she was superior to those of us who were mere
Valentines.”
I could think of no adequate response to that, so I just said “Wow!” again. Susie
laughed. “Turns out that my grandfather outlived both of his wives. He was 87 years old
and still had all his own teeth when he died. People said that he was very opinionated and
argumentative, just like a little Banty rooster. Nobody ever won in a fight against John
Wiggington Jones. Some say he was just lucky, others say it was all that Jones
meanness.”
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After I returned to school, I kept thinking about John Wiggington Jones and what
he left behind: a small-sized white linen suit and a whole bunch more Joneses, including
me. Did I also have that “Jones meanness?” It was definitely something to live up to.
I soon forgot about him, but later on, after Grammy and Grampa had died, I
inherited a portrait of the young Mary Eliza Valentine Jones that used to hang in their
living room. I remember studying it when I was a child and supposed to be paying
attention to prayers after dinner. In the painting Mary Eliza is young and pretty, and she
holds one delicate hand to the right side of her face like she might be brushing back her
dark hair. I asked Grammy to tell me about “the lady with the hand.” Grammy laughed
and said, “That‟s your great-great grandmother.” A great-grandmother I could
understand, because I had one. She was very old. But, a great-great one—well, that
boggled my six-year-old mind. I couldn‟t even imagine how old she must be—not at all
like the pretty lady with the hand.
Mary Eliza‟s portrait now hangs in my own living room. I studied her likeness
with new interest. She has dark hair and brown eyes. She sits upon what appears to be a
rock near a riverside, with

her bonnet beside her. Her

dress has an embroidered

neckline and leg o„ mutton

sleeves. A pink belt

accentuates her tiny waist. I

cannot imagine her as the

mother of those nine

children. Her picture

must‟ve been painted before

she married that mean old

John Wiggington Jones.

Mary Eliza Valentine Jones
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Great Grandfather
Edward Valentine Jones, who was my mother‟s grandfather (thus, my great
grandfather), was the second of the six surviving children of John Wiggington Jones and
Mary Eliza Valentine. He was called Eddie by parents and five sisters. Susan Archer was
the oldest child, then Eddie, and four more sisters born after him. The family lived in
Mountain Gorge, close to the town of Buchanan.
Eddie was only 19 years old when he joined the Confederate army, as a member
of the Richmond Howitzers (First Virginia Battalion, Second Army Corps, C.S.A.).
Susie, his youngest daughter, transcribed a hand-written diary in which he described his
army life. His diary entries show an amazing facility with the English language despite
the fact that, at this point, he had no education beyond basic home schooling.
After his army experience, Edward Valentine Jones attended Washington College,
which later became Washington and Lee University. He taught for several years before
going to Virginia Theological Seminary, where he became an ordained minister in the
Episcopal Church. He often traveled within the community from one small church to
another by horseback.
At some point, Great-Grandfather met a lady named Mary Smith Ruffin,* the
granddaughter of the ardent Confederate secessionist, Edmund Ruffin. Edmund Ruffin
fired the first shot at Ft. Sumter, South Carolina, to start the Civil War. The family always
referred to him as “The Old Man.” The Ruffin family lived on the “Beechwood”
plantation on the James River, about 15 miles from Petersburg.

*The Ruffins originated in Scotland as the Ruthven clan, an old barony in Angus; they were believed to be
descendants of Thor, a fact that my brothers and I found quite amusing.
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The Ruffins were comparatively well off for the times and had hired help for the
farm and the home. As a young lady, Mary Smith would have had little to do for herself.
Susie remarked, “She need not have. put on a shoe or a dress [by herself] had she not
been too independent to accept such services. “ I‟ll bet that she didn‟t have to help with
the farm chores either.
Mary Smith Ruffin was said to be strikingly beautiful. She attracted many suitors
and was ardently courted by another young confederate soldier, not my great-grandfather.
When she rejected him, he joined the Catholic priesthood and eventually became a
chaplain in the Confederate army. I heard that he was called Father Ryan. Even as poor
Father Ryan turned to his religion for solace, Mary Smith Ruffin also had the attentions
of a fellow named John Bannister Tabb, who pursued her avidly. He wrote poems to her,
including this one found among some old letters:
Alter Ego
Thou art to me as is the sea
Unto the shell,
A life whereof I breathe, a love
Wherein I dwell.
Now that sounds pretty serious to me. I can‟t help wondering what ever happened to
poor Mr. Tabb—he could have been my great grandfather!
Even though she could have married a wealthy landowner and become the
mistress of Westover Mansion, Mary Ruffin chose Edward Valentine Jones, a poor
parson. They were married in 1872 at Mary Smith Ruffin‟s home, in Hanover County.
Mary Smith Ruffin wore a black silk dress for her wedding because she was still in
mourning for her sister who had died the year before. Nonetheless, her black dress was
very stylish, and she donned a lovely pearl necklace for the occasion. Her ring was a
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large, hand-cut diamond in an old-fashioned gold claw setting. This heirloom was later
given to my mother at the time of her marriage to my father, and passing through several
generations, it now belongs to my younger daughter, Susan.
After his marriage, Great-grandfather Jones lived first in Huntington, West
Virginia, where he founded a church for the “river people” on the shores of the Ohio
river. The young couple was very poor, and it was bitterly cold in winter. Wet towels
hung beside the kitchen stove

froze, as did writing ink. After

two very lean years, Great

Grandfather moved to Prince

George County in Virginia,

where he served as rector of

Merchant‟s Hope church for

ten years. Three children were

born to the couple during this

time, including my grandfather,

Edward, a second son,

Edmund Ruffin and my Mason
Great Grandfather Edward Valentine Jones

grandmother, Mary Ruffin. The family then moved to Salem, Virginia, where Susie, the
fourth and youngest child was born. According to Susie, the family moved twice again
after that, but even with successive moves, my great grandfather never had a year‟s salary
more than $1,000. Members of his congregation occasionally supplemented his salary
with a “donation party” where they would bring gifts of wood for the stove or feed for the
horses and cow.
Throughout all of these hard times, Mary Smith Ruffin Jones, who had been
raised in luxury with servants, pitched right in to help. She made all the clothes for the
children, raised chickens and milked the family cow in addition to helping her husband
with his church work. She taught an adult class in a mission Sunday school, which so
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impressed one old man in the congregation that he said, “Mrs. Jones, you go on home
and tell Mr. Jones to get in the kitchen and let you get in the pulpit.” From this anecdote,
we know that as a young wife she was quite energetic and articulate, but by the time I
knew her, she had grown very old and quiet.
Susie said, “My mother was more demonstrative in expressing her affection than
was my father. To her we brought our bruises, skinned knees and hurt feelings. My
father was ever ready to help his children with languages and math and was equally
devoted to us. My mother always called him „Mr. Jones.‟”
While the family was living in Urbana, after another move, Great Grandfather
developed glaucoma. It had progressed to the point where he had lost most of his sight.
He was operated on at Johns Hopkins, but they were unable to save his vision. When he
was ready to leave the hospital, instead of being presented with a bill, he was given a
check. This was money collected by his doctor, his friends and members of his
congregation. Susie remembered, “It was a great help in this time of need.”
Another anecdote from Susie‟s memoirs speaks to Great Grandfather‟s reputation
as a preacher:
My brother (Edmund Ruffin Jones) was visiting Urbana, the former parish
of my father. He was driving in a horse and buggy with his friend, Lt. Robert
Shackleford when they met the local blacksmith on the road. „Ben,‟ Lt.
Shackleford said, „you remember preacher Jones—this is his son. He‟s a
preacher too.‟ The blacksmith replied, „Well, ain‟t that nice!‟ and extended a
cordial but somewhat grubby hand to shake. „Kin you preach as good as your
Pa? He sure could fling the word over—and it didn‟t strain him none neither!‟
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A Fine Romance
While in Salem, Great Grandfather developed a close friendship with a fellow
theologian, named Robert Archer Goodwin, who was the father of a little girl named
Alice. The two families visited each other on occasion, and that is how eight-year-old
Alice Goodwin first met her future husband. She was left one day to play with Edward
and his younger brother, Edmund. Edward, the future mechanical engineer, wanted to
see how the Franklin stove in the living room worked. He and his brother took it apart
and spread the pieces out on the floor. Alice got right into that project too. I can just
imagine pretty little Alice in a frilly white dress playing with the boys and covered with
smoke and dust! At any rate, she was greatly impressed by the junior engineers. She
wrote about it many years later, in a recollection about her long life. She also recalled
playing in mud puddles and ruining a crisp white pinafore, a gift from her new
stepmother. Certainly, my grandmother was no sissy.
The Jones family moved away from Salem, when Alice was still a young girl. My
great-grandfather became the minister of a small church in Cismont, a small community
near Charlottesville, where the family lived for the next twenty years. Even though
Cismont was less than 100 miles from Salem, the only transportation was by horseback
or horse-drawn carriage. This distance would delay the development of any further
relationship between Alice and Edward.
Like his father, my grandfather Edward never went to public school. He was
educated in a “home school,” as was the custom in those times. When he reached college
age, he studied engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute along with military training
and graduated with honors. Armed with a degree in mechanical engineering, he then
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worked at the shipyards, first in Richmond, later in Newport News, where he worked for
a long time. He was closely involved with the design and the building of battleships used
in World War II. He wrote about his job in some detail in his diaries.
Edward Jones

was both social and intellectual.

He formed close and

lasting friendships and enjoyed

visiting friends and

family all over the state of

Virginia. Although he

knew my grandmother Alice from

an early age, he renewed

his acquaintance with her only

after she was teaching in

Richmond and he was working at

a local shipyard.
Grandfather Jones as a VPI Cadet
Their relationship did not go smoothly at first. Edward was not at all sure if Alice
was interested in him. He spent a lot of time worrying and writing about it in a small pocket
diary. Their courtship was hindered both by Alice‟s need for independence and also by the
conventions of the time. Grandfather‟s diary entry for January 2, 1905 reads: “Talked to
Alice until 11:30 or later. I am sorry that she could not accept my Xmas present. Staid [sic]
at Murphey‟s Hotel for the night.” The intended gift was a gold locket, now passed down
to my Aunt Jane. I suppose that Alice considered it too personal a gift when she was so
unsure of her own feelings.
Two days later, Edward wrote, “I changed Alice‟s picture tonight from the frame it
has been in to the new brass one Sue gave me Xmas. Have been writing in my diary
tonight.” A week or so later the entry reads “Letter tonight from Alice. One that does not
leave me very much hope. I wrote her tonight, and I believe that He who orders our lives
will make things work out all right. I hope to hear from her again soon.”
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For the next month or so he frets over the lack of mail from Alice and wonders
when he will hear from her. An entry in March shows his frustration with the situation:
“No mail. I wonder when that little girl is going to write to me again.”
Alice was clearly fond of him, but she was also interested in a young medical
student. She resented interference from Edward‟s spinster aunt, Mary, who felt that Alice
wasn‟t good enough for her favorite godson. On one family occasion, Aunt Mary
stopped all conversation with her admonition, “Now Alice, don‟t you dare to flirt with
Edward! I saw you bat your eyes at him!” That sort of meddling would be simply
laughable today, but in the early 20th century, rituals of manners and acceptance by
family were paramount. There were actually several maiden aunts—a regular Greek
chorus—who popped up from time to time during Edward‟s courtship of Alice Goodwin.
It‟s no wonder she had doubts about marrying into that Jones family.*

All About Alice
Alice‟s father, Robert Archer Goodwin, married Sarah (Sallie) Carter Crump in
1877, when she was only seventeen years old; he was twenty-seven. Sarah was trained as
a teacher and helped support her family by running a private school in Culpepper,
Virginia. Robert Goodwin studied law for a couple of years before graduating from
Virginia Theological Seminary in 1875. Alice Goodwin Jones (my grandmother) was
born in 1878. She was named for her grandmother, Alice Goode, as several of us in
subsequent generations would be named for her.

* Grandmother‟s “prejudice about the Joneses” no doubt reflects her irritation at that Greek chorus of four overbearing maiden aunts,
all of whom were quite religious and overly concerned with their young nephew‟s comings and goings.
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As mentioned earlier, the Goodwin family lived for a time in Salem, where
Robert Archer Goodwin had a church. Sarah, my great-grandmother, died in childbirth in
1880, leaving young Alice without a mother. Her grandmother (Alice Goode) then
moved in to help care for young Alice. A great aunt, also named Alice, was part of the
household for a time, but she died of typhoid fever at a young age.
Alice began school in Salem, attending a private school in the home of an old,
established southern family. Her father, Robert Goodwin, became the rector of St.
Stephen‟s, a black church in Salem, and taught in the parish parochial school. Alice
sometimes rode with him on his horse when he went to preach in other churches nearby.
Great-grandfather Goodwin eventually remarried. His marriage to Mary Ambler
Harrison provided young Alice with several siblings. One half brother died in died in
infancy, but there were three surviving children. Sadly, Mary Ambler died of
tuberculosis while she was still quite young. A family friend (or relation) named Byrdie
then came to live with them to help run the household. Byrdie was an important figure in
my grandmother‟s life, providing emotional support for all of the children, including
teenaged Alice.
Alice Goodwin was fifteen years old in 1900 when her father moved the family to
Richmond for yet another church position. She attended public school there, and after
graduation, she began a postgraduate course for teachers. As a teacher of history in the
Richmond school system, she earned $65 a month. She wrote in her memoir,
I enjoyed this period of my life. I hope that I enriched some memories.
Independence financially, and a growing friendship with some of my
students, and the feeing that I could teach if I tried, all tended to give me selfreliance, which I sadly lacked.
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While in Richmond, Alice became reacquainted with young Edward Valentine
Jones Jr, who had come to work at Trigg‟s shipyard. He boarded with a family that lived
just down the street from Alice‟s family. His spinster aunt, Mary Jones also lived there
and worked in the church as an assistant to Alice‟s father, the Reverend Robert Goodwin.
The relationship between their families brought the Alice and Edward together on many
occasions. Despite her own admission of doubt, Alice continued to write to him, even
after he moved to Newport News to work in the larger shipyard there.
Even though Alice played it rather cool, Edward persisted. He went frequently to
Richmond by train to visit her. One factor in Alice‟s uncertainty was that she did not
want to leave her widowed father. Once he had happily remarried (to Harriet “Mema”
Maddox Butts) in the fall of 1900, she felt free to proceed with her own life. That life
would include Edward Valentine Jones II. Alice remembers:
Edward was an unusual looking young man—it was as much a matter of spirit as
of a finely formed body. His military training had given him a slim, erect figure—he
carried his body beautifully, and his unmixed honesty had made his gaze steadfastly open
and fearless. He seemed to stand out in a group of men. My heart always missed a beat
when I saw him so, but I did not think that I loved him. (Gosh, Grandmother, if that‟s not
love, then what was it?)
As was common among families of that day, young people often stayed with
nearby relatives in the summer. Uncle Ned (Edward Cunningham Harrison) had a home
in Fairfax, VA. The summer after her first year of teaching, Alice went to visit Uncle
Ned and family, where “It was a musical family. There was singing and the piano—
Uncle Ned loved it—and the young men appreciated the girls, all at their prettiest.”
Edward was also Uncle Ned‟s house- guest. You can imagine the rest—they became
engaged. Alice still expressed a few lingering doubts, but she said, “There was never any
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doubt about trusting my life to Edward—I had lived down my prejudice about the
Joneses—or at least I had decided I was able to deal with it.”
The young couple wanted both branches of the family to approve the marriage; I
can just imagine the flurry of letters, negotiations and numerous discussions before a
blessing was given and a wedding planned. Obviously, our family hadn‟t evolved much
beyond the Welsh and Scottish clans of olden days.
Alice and Edward were married at the Goodwin home on November 14, 1906
with only the immediate family attending. According to Grandmother‟s account, “only
the immediate family”

included a number of Joneses,

Jefferys, Hobsons,

Harrisons, Archers and Ruffins, as

well as a Ribble or two.

Four ministers—both fathers and

two uncles—performed

the wedding ceremony. All that

ministerial mojo must

have worked, because Alice and

Edward had five

children, the third of which was

my mother. She was the

first girl in the family.

Alice with daughter, Mary Ruffin
Another Alice in my mother‟s generation was her little sister, my aunt Alice.
Then I, named after my grandmother, became the Alice for the next generation. Finally,
one of my nieces, the youngest of my brother Roy‟s three daughters, became the most
recent Alice in the Jones/Mason line. We haven‟t had any more Alices since.

More Joneses
Grammy, my grandmother Mason, was the third child of Edward Valentine Jones
II and Mary Smith Ruffin. She was born in 1879 when the family lived in Prince George
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County. As were her two older brothers, Mary Ruffin Jones was born at “Beechwood,”
formerly the home of the Ruffin family. Even though the Beechwood plantation was a
large estate, the Jones family lived in a small house that had been the old school house.
There were few amenities in those days, but the children grew up in a picturesque, rural
environment.
Mary Ruffin was a quiet person, loath to talk about herself, so I never learned much about
her childhood. Her two active older brothers might have overshadowed her. As an adult,
she enjoyed a close relationship with Susie, her younger sister. I‟ve always had a hard
time imagining her as anything but my grandmother, but early photographs show her as a
shy, thoughtful girl who would grow up to be a strong, beautiful woman.

Mary Ruffin Jones at 8 and 16 years old
According to my Uncle Jack, Mary Ruffin came as a young woman to Mission
Home in the Blue Ridge Mountains to be a missionary and schoolteacher. That is where
she met my grandfather, Wiley Roy Collins Mason. After working together for several
years, they married, and soon there were three sons, the oldest of which was my father.
All of the boys were born at home, ushered into the world by a midwife.
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Uncle Jack didn‟t remember anything about their life at Mission Home, because
he was only six months old when the family moved to Charlottesville where Grampa was
to become the rector at Christ Church. The rectory was an old house on a large piece of
property that included a chicken house, a large garden and pasture for the cow. Uncle
Jack recalls that there were no radiators in the house, but a furnace in the cellar
distributed hot air through a floor grate in the hallway. The wood stove in the kitchen
was the only other source of heat.
Although life must have been easier in town than in the mountain mission,
Grammy was involved in church business, while trying to raise a family of three active
young boys. The family had few of the modern conveniences we enjoy today. There
were no supermarkets or fast food places. They lived on whatever they could grow.
It was not all hardship though. Grammy suffered from hay fever, so each August
the Mason family escaped the

scourge of goldenrod pollen

by going to Colonial Beach

on the shores of the Potomac

River. Two Mason brothers

lived there, so there was

family to visit as well.

Grampa eventually became

sufficiently well off to build a

cottage there for family

vacations, and the family

enjoyed many good times

there.

The Young Wife

A Very Special Aunt
Susie, my great aunt, was the youngest of Great- grandfather Jones‟ children. She
was a prominent influence in my young life. As an unmarried lady and the youngest of
her siblings, it often fell to her to help in family emergencies. Susie came to stay with us
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when my little brothers were born, and she also came on the several occasions when my
mother was hospitalized for depression. Although I was fond of Susie, I soon associated
her arrival with unfortunate circumstances.
When she was not helping with some crisis, Susie was an energetic and interested
aunt who always had time for fun. She was always willing to lead a hike across the
pastures or to explore the streams and riverbeds, and she freely shared her knowledge
about the habits of various plants and animals. Susie seemed particularly fond of
squirrels, and as she aged, I thought she began to look like one.
Both of us collected small animal figurines. Susie had an impressive collection,
while I had only a few. When we visited my grandparents, I always asked to see Susie‟s
collection. After dinner, when kitchen clean up and prayers were done, Susie would set
up a card table in the living room. She brought a big box down from her room and put it
on the table. Each little animal figure was carefully wrapped in tissue paper. There were
cats, dogs, birds, squirrels and even a ladybug or two, all delicately cast in porcelain or
glass. I was allowed to unwrap each one and place it on the table for further admiration
and scrutiny. I had several favorites, but one I remember most clearly was a black and
white mama dog with two similar pups attached to her collar by thin little chains. (I
believe that my oldest daughter, Mary Helen, inherited this piece),
Susie played various roles in our family. To my brothers and younger cousins,
she was a boon companion who always found time to go fishing or take a nature walk. To
me, she was both teacher and family historian, full of facts and stories. From her I learned
why fish have swim bladders, that rocks and plants have a life cycle of their own, that a
world of nature can be found in a pail of creek water. She explained how mosses grow
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on rocks, how a heart pumps blood, how leaves die in the fall. Trying to explain Aunt
Sue‟s particular talents to a school friend, I could only describe her as “my biology aunt.”
This photograph of Susie was taken when she was around 12 years old. The
resemblance to my youngest

daughter, Susan, at that age is

striking. Similarly, photos

of her older sister (Grammy)

as a young person look so

much like pictures of my

older daughter, Mary Helen,

that visitors on seeing the

photos have remarked on

the “old fashioned” costumes

worn by my daughters. It‟s

enough to convince me that

you can‟t escape your genetics.

Susie at 12 years old

For all her many good qualities, Susie lacked patience with herself and with
others. She was fond of me, I know, but as I grew into adolescence, Susie was irritated by
my teenaged quirks, continued rebellion and self-involvement. She commented
frequently on my behavior, which somehow, was never quite up to the mark.
Now that I am older, I understand how Susie‟s life in that era shaped her. If she
had been born in a later generation, she would certainly have had a career outside the
home. As it was, she had little formal education beyond high school. She attended
Randolph-Macon Woman‟s College for one semester, but then she went home for the
Christmas holiday. She had packed her bags and was waiting for someone to pick her up
for the trip back to campus when she put her bags down and tearfully exclaimed, “I don‟t
want to go back.” Her mother replied, “Then you shouldn‟t.”
Among many other things, Susie was a writer. Along with family yarns, she
wrote short stories, humorous sketches and poems. She had at least one hymn verse
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published, and she won second place in a poetry contest. Susie‟s lyrical poems expressed
a world where she found God in all nature and truth in the beauty of a flower or a cloud.
After Susie‟s death at the age of 100, I inherited several small notebooks and a
couple of shoeboxes filled with her scribblings. I took on the project of compiling her
verses for the immediate family as a tribute to her memory. Often, as I sorted through
many small scraps of paper, yellowed with time, and squinted to read letters scrawled in
fading ink, I felt Susie‟s presence. She looked over my shoulder while I typed, and I
swear that I heard her sharp intake of breath followed by a light chuckle as she watched
me. She would be so astonished at the very idea of words flowing onto the screen of my
computer! Susie has come back to me through her writings—a happy reunion.
When I was in college, I often spent time with my grandparents and Susie on
weekends. At some point during my visit, Susie would read me her latest poems. I can
still see her perching on the edge of a straight-backed chair in the living room, her
gingham print housedress partially covered by a food-stained white apron with a bib. Her
stubby fingers, rough from a lifetime of hard work, alternately smooth and rustle a scrap
of paper extracted from her apron pocket. Large looping letters form her little verse; later
she will type the final version on her ancient Underwood typewriter.
Susie reads with self-depreciating chuckles and bright, twinkling eyes. She
obviously enjoys sharing her poem with me. I try to be an appreciative, but I have not yet
developed an interest in poetry. Only later would I appreciate the beauty of her rhymes
and discover how much of herself Susie revealed in her poems. For the moment I only sit
quietly and smile politely, her captive audience of one.
Susie was not the first writer in the family. One day, she called me into her room.
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From the bottom drawer of her dresser she extracted several notebooks; their
yellowed pages were covered with a lovely, delicate script. The name on the cover of the
notebooks was Susan Archer Jones.
“Who is this, Susie?” I asked. “Is this your writing?”
“Oh no,” she replied. “Susan Archer was one of my aunts.”
“Your aunt? I didn‟t know you had an aunt who wrote poetry too!”
“Oh yes, all of my little aunts wrote poetry.”
Among the many scraps of paper that Susie saved, was an ancient newspaper
clipping with a poem by Sue Archer Jones. She was the older sister of Susie‟s father, my
great-grandfather Jones. I image her as a pale teenaged girl in a light gingham dress with
her hair braided and piled high upon her head. She sits under a blossoming apple tree to
write in her book.
In many of her pieces the ink had faded. This is not too surprising, since the
writing is from a century and a half ago. But, on one of the first page I found this lovely
little introduction:
To My Writing Book.
So I have you, book, at last.
And I mean to hold you fast
Writing upon every page
Sometimes merry, sometimes sage
Sometimes poetry I will trace
Making rhymes upon your face
Sometimes simple prose will tell
Things I love to think of well
If a pretty piece I see
Prose or poetry let it be
If I think it good and true
I will write it down in you
Adieu, Sue
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Susie grew up in an educated family, but even so, in those times there were
particular notions about the role of women. Careers were limited to teaching or nursing,
and then only for those women who were free of family responsibilities. That did not
apply to Susie. As the youngest and unmarried daughter, she was the one who cared for
her aging parents and helped wherever needed by other family members. Furthermore,
her generation exhausted a great deal of energy on religious rites and demonstrations of
charity. My parents had already begun to move beyond such practices by the time I was
born, and my generation would step still farther away. But poor Susie was stuck in the
expectations of her time.
Looking back, I see that Susie had a need to control, even though she managed to
suppress it until late in her life. As she aged, Susie became stern and judgmental. She did
not have her own home but lived with her older sister and brother-in-law. She might have
envied her sister, not because of her position or her marriage, but because it was
generally accepted that Grammy had a direct line to God. Poor Susie wanted be as
“good” as her older sister but felt that she could not. Her frustration erupted in muttered
diatribes and snippy remarks. She might apologize later on, but she never changed.
Although her intellect and ambitions were thwarted by family duties, Susie found
satisfaction in good works. She felt it was her “Christian duty” to take on handicraft
projects for good causes, so she joined a sewing room group, where she and like-minded
church ladies made mittens, socks and other clothing to send overseas in the aftermath of
World War II. She also made lap robes for hospital patients at the Blue Ridge Mountain
Mission. She often tried to interest me in doing such things, but I remained uninterested
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and wrapped up in my own life. I stubbornly refused to let her teach me to knit because
that was something only old ladies did.
Susie saved every single scrap of yarn and cloth that she could find. She made
rag rugs out of strips of cloth salvaged from discarded clothes. I often recognized bits of a
favorite dress, one of Dad‟s ties or parts of Mother‟s blouses running through the weave
of a bathroom rug. Susie would work along until she ran out of one scrap, then added on
whatever else was available, whether it was bits of old chicken feed sacks or discarded
nylon stockings. The result was colorful, but random in design. Somehow, this activity
sustained her, because Susie worked on such projects up until the end of her long life.

Afterward
As the years flowed by, my older relatives left this life one by one, leaving only
memories and a few mementos. By this time I had finished college and married a young
doctor, McClaren Johnson, Jr. The arrival of two children along with my graduate
studies displaced my interest in family history for a time. I simply had no energy for
anything other than getting through each day.
I do remember though, that at some point in the mid-seventies, my parents and I
visited Susie, who still lived in the house at 978 Locust Avenue in Charlottesville. By
now, Uncle Freeland, Aunt Betty and Grammy and Grampa had all passed on, leaving
Susie alone with a large, cheerfully efficient home care worker named Cecil. Susie
greeted us warmly on our arrival, and over ice tea served by Cecil at the massive old
dining room table, Susie mentioned that we might find a few things of interest in
Grammy‟s old steamer trunk that was stored in an upstairs closet.
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When Susie retired for a nap, Mother and I investigated the old trunk. Carefully
hidden at the bottom under a pile of old clothes and a few packets of letters were two
books: Safe Counsel and What Every Young Wife Should Know. These ancient tomes, the
sex manuals of their day, were published in 1898 and 1901. I suggested to Mother that
we take them out on the front porch for further study.
I can‟t remember when my mother and I had such a good time together as on that
warm August afternoon. I settled into Grampa‟s hammock, while Mother sat on the
squeaky old glider. We read snippets to each other from one book or the other and found
them hilarious. Even more entertaining was the thought of our lovely, aristocratic
Grammy pouring over them in secret, preparing herself for marriage. We pictured her
retiring to her sleeping quarters at Mission Home, shared with the other female workers.
We imagined her closing the door and furtively retrieving one of her books from her
trunk. She would open it and read quickly as twilight approached. Then, blushing at this
newly acquired knowledge, she would shove that dangerous book back into its hiding
place and join the others for dinner.
And what might the future Mrs. Mason have learned? The advice in those
yellowing pages of Safe Counsel entertained us many decades later, but my grandmother
likely took such advice very seriously. Mother read aloud some of the possibilities:
“Value of Reputation,” “Etiquette Between the Sexes,” “Amativeness or Connubial
Love” and finally, ”Preparation for Maternity,” which included such topics as „Women
Before Marriage,‟ and „Bathing.‟ The latter warned that “foot washing was particular
dangerous during pregnancy,” although no reason for this was provided.
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I especially enjoyed chapters about “Tight Lacing” and “Wrong Habits.” I‟ll bet
Grammy studied that last one carefully. The book advised, very sternly, “a young
woman and a young man had better not be alone together very much until they are
married. This will be found to prevent a good many troubles.” No kidding.
Turning to What Every Young Wife Should Know, which was labeled as part of a
Self and Sex Series by one Emma Angell Drake, M.D., I noted that the book contained
several pages of testimonials by prominent women of the time, including Margaret
Sangster [Sanger?], Julia Holmes Smith and Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Of course, there
were testimonials by various dignified clergymen as well, none of whom I recognized.
For that reason alone, it is of historical interest. These “blurbs” by the soon to be famous
ladies would have been most reassuring to its readers.
Mother and I devoured chapters such as, “Intelligence of the Young Wife,”
which discussed such matters as “crowding of the contents of the abdomen” and “failures
and successes of our ancestors.” The latter seemed to be concerned with genetics:
Is the human family of less consequence than the horse? It would be interesting
and suggestive to take down the books[,] which contain the pedigree of our
blooded horses, and note how sire and dam through generations have transmitted
their faults and virtues to their offspring...Alas! Man in his study and knowledge
of the equine race has gotten far ahead of man in his study of the human family.”
Mother and I spent an entire afternoon enjoying this glimpse into the past, and when
Susie got up from her nap and found us still sitting out on the porch, she was quite
surprised.
“Well now, did you find anything of interest among Sister‟s things?”
“Oh yes!” I replied. “We were just enjoying a couple of books that she saved.”
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“Ah yes,” Susie said. “Sister did so love to read. And she was so good at it too.”
I could hardly keep a straight face, and I dared not look at Mother, who pretended
to sneeze in order to keep from laughing out loud.
Susie lived on for at least ten more years at the old residence at 978 Locust
Avenue. I thought of her frequently but did not see her again after that visit. Many years
later, when compiling Susie‟s verses and notes, I found a somber reminder of her end. A
resident inventory from the Riverdale Nursing Home facility, dated July 10, 1987, lists
her personal effects: 1 card table, a flashlight, a few photographs, a small blue afghan, an
electric fan. Also listed are: one pair of eyeglasses with chain, two pieces of costume
jewelry, two pairs of bedroom slippers and some “knee-hi” stockings. A couple of bed
jackets, a housecoat and several smocks completed the list. At the end of her life, Susie
was almost devoid of personal effects. It was exactly as she wished.
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3. Parents
Children begin by loving their parents. After a time they judge them. Rarely,
if ever, do they forgive them.
---Oscar Wilde

We‟re not quite through with the Joneses yet. There are two more important
ones—my parents. My mother was born a Jones; my father was connected through his
own mother, who was also a Jones. My mother, Mary Ruffin Jones, was born in
Hampton, Virginia in 1912, the third child and the first daughter of Alice and Edward
Valentine Jones. Coincidently, she had exactly the same name as my Mason
grandmother (Grammy), who started off as a Jones. It is confusing.

The Middle Child
Mary Ruffin (my mother) had two older brothers, my uncle Bob and my Uncle
Edward. When her younger brother, my Uncle Archer, and then a little sister, my Aunt
Alice, were born, she became the middle child. Never really aligned with the older boys,
her role as youngest in the family and only daughter would be shifted again by the arrival
of the younger ones.
Mary Ruffin adored her father. I am sure that he loved all of his children, yet he
regarded her as special, referring to her as “the little daughter.” Grandfather designed and
built the large three-story family home at 25 Manteo Avenue just a half block from the
Chesapeake Bay. When he designed that house, he purposely set the tall windows very
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low in the walls so that the little daughter could see out of them. The family moved into
their new home in June of 1913. My mother was only a year old then.
A long side porch ran the length of the dining room and living room and faced
the waters of the Chesapeake

Bay. The wooden floored

porch was broad enough to

accommodate an old-

fashioned glider and several

wooden rocking chairs, so

Grandfather screened it in to

keep mosquitoes out. It

became the place where

everyone gathered after

dinner to sit and rock and

watch the sky turn pink, red

and then violet before the

daylight faded and stars
Mary Ruffin at one year

appeared in the night sky. Faint sounds of foghorns far out in the Chesapeake Bay
shipping channel signaled the oncoming night.
The house had two staircases that led to the upper floors; the front stairs started in
the living room, and the back stairs started from the laundry room, making it possible to
run up one side and come down the other. I can just imagine those five Jones children
romping up and down those stairs. We grandchildren certainly did.
The second floor had three large bedrooms, a tiny sewing room—it was my room
when I came to visit—and one large bathroom. The third level, which was designed for
the two older boys, had two bedrooms and a shared bathroom. I wasn‟t allowed up there
unless specifically invited by the uncles in residence.
Whenever we visited my grandparents in Hampton, Grandfather often commented
on how much I looked like my mother when she was my age. I tried to imagine her
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growing up in that tall green house. It must have been a lot of fun, yet Mother‟s
childhood seemed so different from my own. While I was the oldest and only girl, she
was the middle child in every sense of the word. Her two older brothers, Bob and
Edward, shared boyhood games, living quarters and a strong fraternal bond; on the other
side the two younger ones, Archer and Alice, claimed their parents‟ full attention.
Left in the middle, Mary Ruffin related to neither pair of siblings, but she didn‟t
lack resourcefulness. She told me that she often used Edward as an ally against older
brother, Bob. She found

ways to stir up a fight between

the two of them just to

see what would happen. These

rumbles usually ended

up in a grand chase up one

staircase and down the

other, around and around inside

the house. When the din

rose to epic proportions,

Grandmother would

leave her laundry chores or

bread making and put a

stop to the commotion.

Mother’s older brothers, Edward and Bob
Mary Ruffin‟s curiosity and initiative was apparent even at an early age. One day
my grandmother was in the kitchen making bread. The little daughter, now two years
old, crawled up on a high kitchen stool and watched her mother mix butter, salt, yeast and
flour. Grandmother kneaded the mixture well, covered it with a clean towel and put it
aside to rise. Mary Ruffin then watched as her mother got down on her knees to scrub up
the spills on the kitchen floor. She was left to herself momentarily while her mother
stepped outside to hang the clean laundry on the clothesline.
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Mary Ruffin pushed a kitchen stool up to the table and climbed up to see what she
could find. There was the big bowl with a towel over it—the bread put to rise. She
fingered the utensils left by the sink, but they did not hold her interest. Ah, here was
something better—a small finger poked into the large tub of butter left on the counter. She
climbed down from her

stool clutching the butter tub.

When Grandmother

stepped back into the kitchen,

her feet nearly skidded out

from under her. The little

daughter had smeared

butter across the entire kitchen

floor using both of her little

hands. She was covered from

head to toe with the greasy

stuff—it was in her hair and all

over her clothes.

Grandmother laughed when she

told the story, but I wonder

what she thought when she first

saw that mess?

The Little Daughter, age two

After she finished high school, Mary Ruffin left home for the first time to attend
college at West Hampton in Richmond. I don‟t know much about her days there, but she
was a good student and had

her mind set on continuing

her studies in graduate

school. I suspect that this

plan involved factors not

entirely related to advanced

learning.At the time, for

scholarly young folk in our

family, all roads led to the

University of Virginia in

Charlottesville. Mary

Ruffin‟s young cousin, Wiley

Roy Mason Jr., who would

become my father, was

enrolled in the medical

The High School Graduate
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school at the University.

Uncles Bob and Edward were also in medical school, and Uncle Archer was
enrolled in the school for engineering. Only the youngest one, Aunt Alice, was left at
home. After graduating from West Hampton, Mary Ruffin went off to the University
ostensibly to study for a master‟s degree in biology. I know that this project was fueled, in
part, by her interest in the subject, but I‟ll bet that she was also seeking adventures far
away from parental supervision.

The Adventurous Scholar
My father, Roy, was the oldest son of my Mason grandparents. As I mentioned
earlier, his mother was one of the Joneses. He was a beautiful boy, with big eyes, curly
hair and long eyelashes. This photo of him at age two shows an adventurous child ready
to explore the great outdoors and all that is available to him.
Because he was the first born, many photographs tracked Roy‟s childhood. At
age two, he is exploring the yard. A photo at age four shows him high up in a tree,
precariously perched on a

branch. I wondered how on

earth he got up there,

because I remember how

many times he cautioned me

about doing things like that.

A little later, young Roy

was photographed at age

five riding his stick horse

named “Queenie.” He has

on a “dress up” suit

complete with a little bow

tie, but no shoes. This is the

father who always made me

wear shoes!

Wiley Roy Mason Jr., Age two
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Up in a Tree

Riding “Queenie”

On the Woodpile

One of my favorite pictures shows young Roy, probably around age five, sitting
on the woodpile in the backyard of the living quarters at Mission Home. He looks quiet
and a bit thoughtful, not at all like my mother‟s rambunctious brothers or even his own
younger brothers. I‟m sorry to say that I don‟t know a lot about my father‟s childhood. I
just never got around to asking him about it, so I‟ve tried to fill in the blanks as best I can.
He seems to have been a youngster with great curiosity and initiative, as the following
story suggests.
While the family was living at Mission Home in the mountains, Roy wanted to be
out and about, exploring his world as young children do. My grandparents recognized
this and put up a tall fence around the yard with a tightly fitted gate. Unable to open the
gate by himself, Roy enlisted Grampa‟s English setter, Ponto. No fence could hold that
dog. He would dig and dig under any fence until he had a hole big enough to crawl
through. Roy watched one day as Ponto dug his way out. The next day, after Ponto had
been retrieved and the hole patched up, young Roy was again allowed outside to play.
His mother told him, “Stay in the yard—stay right inside this fence.” Well, that wasn‟t
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going to stop him. He called Ponto, pointed to the edge of the fence and commanded,
“dig Ponto, dig! The way Grammy told it, Ponto already had a dog-sized hole dug by
the time she noticed the project. Roy stood by, continuing to shout encouragement, “Dig,
Ponto, dig! The dog made quite a bit of headway before they were discovered.
Roy Mason left home to attend Episcopal High School in Alexandria. His long
legs and slim, athletic body

served him well in track

competitions, where he won

both flat tract and hurdle

races. I still have a couple

of medals that he won in

these events; they are

treasured mementos of

my young father‟s past.
According to his

high school yearbook,

Roy sang in the choir,

worked as a librarian, and

Dad (left) at Episcopal High School, 1931
was on the editorial staff of the high school paper. He joined a literary society and won a
prize for reading. His grade reports were almost all above 95%. He had a little trouble
with geometry, but except for that, he was a stellar student. The year he graduated was
probably 1932. Roy would then devote the next six years of his life to the study of
medicine at the University of Virginia,
During his student days, Roy lived at home to save money, but when given the
chance, he fled the strict world of his family. He taught himself how to play the guitar,
and he enjoyed singing and hanging out with his friends. I had always thought of my
father as one who trod the straight and narrow without question. He was a serious
student and a good son, beyond reproach. Then, he kicked over the traces—he bought
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Dad (right) with friends
a motorcycle. It was an “Indian,” the Harley-Davidson of its era. I‟m sure that this did not
sit well with his parents. I‟m equally certain that they didn‟t know about the typical
student pursuits at the University. For one thing, the University of Virginia had quite a
reputation for drinking. Despite the “southern gentleman” appearance of members of this
exclusively male student body, there was some serious partying going on. Everyone
knew this—everyone except the parents.
“White lightning” made by mountain folk was generally associated with all kinds
of evil doings in hillbilly country, but enterprising medical students learned how to distill
this potent substance in their biochemistry labs. I suppose it helped take the edge off of
all that serious study.
Then, of course, there was sex. All those lusty young folks certainly had that on
their minds, but this liberal-minded daughter still blocks on the idea of her parents doing
that. When Mother was asked about their relationship during those medical school years,
she said that Dad would pick her up on the Indian and off they would ride to some
secluded spot in the woods to smoke cigarettes and drink homemade hooch from old
mason jars. I wondered just what else went on out there in those woods. When the
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subject was broached, Mother got a rather far off look and smiled mysteriously, but she
said nothing more.
When Dad became a parent himself, the party line changed. He lectured my
brother Bob extensively about the dangers of riding a motorcycle, and he preached to
each of us about the dangers of premarital sex as well as the dangers of drinking alcohol,
especially if it came in jars. I suppose all three of us made him rather nervous as we
struggled to grow into adulthood, but I cannot believe that our parents were shocked by
any of our activities. They had done all those things themselves.

And So to Wed
Mary Ruffin and Roy had known each other since childhood. They shared
summer holidays at “Neston,” the home of Aunt Sue Harrison, where the various
branches of the family gathered each summer to visit. They had played together as
children, but once they were away from home and out from under the watchful eyes of
their parents, their childhood relationship intensified and changed. While both were still
in school at the University, they decided to marry.
This news was not well received. In fact, it went over like the proverbial lead
balloon. In their parents‟ generation, one just did not marry until one was fully grown up,
educated and making a living. Now here were these silly youngsters, not yet out of school,
talking marriage. My Mason grandparents had delayed their marriage until Grampa felt
that he could support a family, no small feat for a young minister at an isolated mission
school. The elder Joneses were similarly circumspect about taking on such responsibility.
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They were shocked to hear that their children planned to marry so soon. I can just imagine
the heated discussions in both households.
Despite the initial objections of both families, my parents were married on
September 1, 1933 at old Westover Church, which is approximately 25 miles from
Richmond. The only picture I could find of this event shows my mother‟s face
completely veiled and with her head turned away, but she looks slim and pretty in

The Wedding (1933)
her lacy white dress. Her beautiful young sister Alice (third from left) at age 16 was the
maid of honor. Other bridesmaids included her cousins Jane (second from left) and Martha
(second from the right) along with a couple of college friends. Aunt Alice told me that the
lace inserts in Mary Ruffin‟s homemade wedding dress came from Grandmother Mason‟s
wedding gown. The bridesmaids wore matching pale green dresses, and sister Alice, as
the maid of honor, wore a yellow dress made from the same pattern. The girls had flowers
in their hair, and all the men wore white shoes. Mary Ruffin‟s bouquet was made of
flowers brought over from “Shirley,” one of the historic Charles City County homes
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managed by friends of Great Aunt Susie. The reception was held in the front yard of
Neston, where my mother and father had spent many happy times together.
Susie told me this charming tale. A little eight-year old black boy named Thomas
was hired to wave a palm frond to keep the flies off of the wedding cake at the reception.
He took his assignment very seriously and did a very good job of it. He was especially
delighted to have a big piece of the cake to take home to his family. Many years later,
Susie answered the doorbell at the Mason home on Locust Avenue to find a handsome
young fellow who identified himself as that very same Thomas. He now had a good job
and a family of his own, but he still remembered how important he felt at being part of
my parents‟ wedding reception.
My parents began their life together in a small apartment furnished with well used,
but comfortable, furniture contributed by both families. Then, according to Aunt Jane,
Grampa had a small house

built on Valley Rd for the young

couple. He also continued

to finance my dad‟s education,

and he probably supplied

them with food as well. Like

young people of every

generation, Mary Ruffin and Roy

believed that with love

and their own youthful energy

they could survive.

Surprisingly, they did.
First House, 1934

Mother finished her master‟s degree the year after she was married. She was
already pregnant, although she later confessed that this was unexpected. She found a
teaching job at Miss Nancy‟s Private School for Children, but once it was known that she
was pregnant, she was asked to leave. In those days, children were not exposed to
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teachers who were “in a family way.” (Nobody wanted to have to explain that). The loss
of her job caused more financial hardship, so my parents sought other ways to earn money,
One summer both of them had jobs at the medical library, staggering the hours so
that one of them could be at home with me. They also rented rooms in their house to family
and friends as a way of bringing in a little money. Aunt Jane and her sister, Martha, both
boarded there one summer when they attended summer school at the university.
Since money was scarce, my parents made their own entertainment. There was no
television back then, only radio. They both enjoyed music. I remember them singing
along with the radio together, and Mother often sang as she went about her household
chores. They played bridge with friends, and they played highly competitive chess with
each other.

Mother really

hated to lose.

Whatever she

might have lacked

in skill, she

made up by her

sheer

determination.

And, she was

not above a little

intimidation

if that‟s what it

took to win.
Checkmate

Picture This
One of Dad‟s hobbies was photography. He had a rather bulky Kodak camera,
which was probably the latest model for its time. It sat on a tripod and had a flash
attachment. He photographed friends, and relatives and recorded major events, such as
all the various graduations and the weddings of the aunts and uncles.
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When I came along, Dad recorded my early years with a multitude of candid
snapshots that were carefully pasted into an album with a black cardboard cover. The
photographs were held in place with little black stick-on corners that were always coming
unglued. When I was old enough to understand that these were pictures of me and other
family members, I would ask, “How old was I then?” Or, “Who is this in the picture with
me?” That was one way that I came to know my relatives, through the many pictures in
that little album.

The Grandfathers and me

With Uncle Archer

I was the first baby born into the Mason-Jones family, so there were plenty of
pictures to look at. Most

were just what you‟d expect

for a proud photographer

parent—lots of sweet, smiling

baby and mom faces—but

then there was the requisite

naked baby picture. “Is

that me?” I asked. “Yes,

Punkin, that‟s you. You

had just had your bath—it‟s a

good picture, isn‟t it?”

Daddy seemed quite proud
Bare Babe
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of his pictures. I‟m glad that there was no such thing as Face Book back then. If Dad
had shared his pictures, there I‟d be, forever fat and naked on the Internet.
There were also many pictures from before I was born. Another small album had
pictures of my parents together with their cousins and siblings, all of them having fun.
Daddy sat with me to point out who was who and explain, “ Look! Here‟s your mother
and me riding on a

tandem bicycle—

what do you think

of that?” I wondered

how they could

both ride the same

bicycle. Daddy said

it had two seats, one

in front of the other.

This was strange; my

bicycle had three

wheels and only one

seat.
On the Beach
I found these early pictures of my grown up parents very amusing. “Oh Daddy, is
that you with skinny legs? Daddy, you look so funny!
“Well, that‟s my bathing suit, you see.”
“But it looks so silly!” I had not yet learned any sense of tact.
“Oh yes,” he agreed, “And here‟s your Aunt Martha with Aunt Jane, see?”
All the aunts and uncles wore funny looking old-fashioned bathing suits with long legs.
Some had stripes which made them look like clown costumes. My bathing suit was dark
blue wool and it always made me itch. It sure didn‟t look like the ones in those pictures.
I turned the page for more pictures of my young parents. Daddy said that some
pictures were taken at “Neston,” Aunt Sue Harrison‟s home up the river from my Jones
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grandparent‟s home in Hampton. I remembered hearing about Neston. Aunt Sue read
me some of her poems about it. When all the kids used to go there in the summer, Daddy
said that my Uncle Bob gave everybody funny nicknames. He called my mother
“Stuffin,” instead of Ruffin. All I could think of was turkey stuffing—maybe that was
what he meant because he called my Aunt Alice “Turkey.” My dad was called “Joe,” but
he didn‟t remember why.
Then I turned the page to find some pictures of my parents and a couple of uncles
in black robes. They were graduating from the University of Virginia. Graduations in
our family seemed to be terribly important. They were probably even more important
than weddings given the number of pictures.
I was surprised to

see a picture of my two

grandmothers in this group.

(Grandmother Jones is on the

left in the darker dress,

Grammy is on the right). “Why

are Grammy and

Grandmother here?” I asked.

“Are they in the graduation

too?” Mother peeked over my

shoulder. “They are each

holding a diploma, see?”

“Diploma? What‟s a

diploma?” I asked.
Grandmothers with diplomas

“It‟s a piece of sheepskin that says that you‟ve graduated,” Mother explained.
“See, they each have one. Your daddy and your Uncle Archer graduated at the same time,
and their mothers are very proud.” I was still puzzling over the idea of sheepskin. If that
diploma was really sheep‟s skin, what happened to the rest of the sheep?
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“But, look here, there I am with my own diploma.” Mother pointed to her own
picture. “And, did you know that you‟re in that picture too?” Now I really was puzzled. I
knew what I look like in pictures, but I certainly didn‟t see me. All I saw was my mother
in a long black robe and strange hat. She is holding her own diploma. “Where? Where
am I?” Mother laughed. “You were still inside of me, Punkin. You didn‟t know it, but
you came to my graduation too. I was so proud— I was proud of getting my diploma and

Mother gets her MS degree

Alice did too, 24 years later

also because you were on the way—I was going to be a mother.“ I rubbed my eyes and
looked up at her. None of this made any sense to me, but I liked seeing her picture. She
looked very happy. And well she might. She had shown that she could do something
beyond the expectations for women of her day.

In the Footsteps
Given this background, it‟s no surprise that my two brothers, various cousins and
I would also wear that black robe and mortarboard. We all inherited that peculiar drive
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towards academia, and some of us would graduate more than once. Our own children
continued the trend, probably because the importance of education was so thoroughly
ingrained in each of us. There was never any other option.
This does not mean that everything flowed smoothly from one academic
generation to another though. I was a reluctant student. When I finished high school I
wanted only to do exactly what my friends did. If that involved working in the local Five
and Dime, I‟d still make enough money for my desires of the moment, popcorn and a
movie. Yet, according to my parents, my future was already cast in stone: thou shalt
graduate from college. We were living in Georgia then, and I grudgingly said that I
wanted to go to the University of Georgia only because my best friend, Sandra, was
going there. My high school boy friend had already spent one year at that fine institution,
so I pictured a very active social life interrupted by a few hours of classes. Sandra was
going to major in art, so I fancied myself as joining her in all sorts of creative pursuits.
We could be artists together and live in some glamorous place like Paris, even if it meant
starving in a loft. We could survive on French bread and cheese until we were
recognized by the art world. This plan made perfect sense at the time.
Needless to say, my fantasies were quickly nipped in the bud, and I was bundled
off to Mary Washington College in my native state of Virginia. I think my parents
figured there would be less distraction in that all female institution. To some extent, they
were right, but I‟ll tell more about that later.
Both of my brothers, Roy and Bob, and I got our advanced degrees at Emory
University, mainly because our family home was in Atlanta at that time. I returned home
in l958, married, but continued my education with a couple of years off during my
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husband‟s military assignment to Alaska (1960-1962) By 1966, I was still working
frantically to finish my experiments and other requirements for a doctorate in Basic
Health Sciences, when brother Roy, the chemistry scholar, breezed right past and
received both MS and PhD degrees at the same time, months before I finished. What
chutzpah! I was six and a half years older—I should‟ve been first. Another lesson
learned: being the oldest doesn‟t always get you there first. At least littlest brother,
Bobby, didn‟t graduate from medical school until several years later.
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4. All in the Family
„Tis a poor family that hath neither a whore nor a thief in it.
---Proverb
One reason for my writing this little book was my fascination with stories,
particularly those about my own family. I heard more tales first hand from my older
Mason relatives, because they lived in Charlottesville. That is not to say that the Joneses
didn‟t have plenty of stories of their own, but I usually only heard those when we went to
Hampton tovisit in the summers. Now, I want to tell a few stories of my own. Let‟s go
back to the 1940s, when I was still very young.

Telling Tales
After I‟d had a bath and was all ready for bed, I begged Daddy for a story. “Tell
me a story…puh-leaze, Daddy—tell me a story!” He settled himself on the side of my
bed, chuckled softly and leaned over to turn out the light. He smelled like cigarettes and
Ivory soap. I nestled deeper under the covers with anticipation. He ruffled my curls
gently and cleared his throat to begin. “Once upon a time, there was a little girl with
pretty, dark curls. Now she was a very good little girl…”
Daddy‟s stories were always about a little girl just my age. She lived in a new
house with her mother and father. She had a little black dog, like our Scottie, Kenny, and
soon she was going to have a baby brother or sister. Every night I begged to hear more
about that little girl, oblivious to the fact that along with the adventures came the real
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message: this good little girl loved her mother and daddy, she was polite to grownups,
and she always obeyed the rules.
We frequently visited my Mason grandparents, because they lived close by, just
across town. Everyone in that family loved to tell stories. Whenever one of my uncles
was there, the tales got better and better. Uncle Edward might start off with “Do you
remember, Roy, when you got that old car and tried to drive it to Virginia Beach…” “Oh
yeah, that was when the wheel fell off …. “ Then someone else would chime in with
“One wheel? Why, I heard it was two!” This was always followed by much laughter and
joking. Someone else would say, “I wonder what ever happened to old Missus
Woolsley….you know that she married that poor man with only one leg…” and others
would chime in to embellish the story.
I collected those family stories just like I collected rocks and toy animals. I’d
always ask for retelling

of a favorite, like the one about

my dad when he was

little and got the dog to help

him escape from the

yard. It made him seem more

like me than the serious

adult that I knew as Daddy.

Another favorite

was also about a dog. I always

wanted to hear that one

again. “Grampa, tell about

Kate and the possum,”

I’d beg. Grampa, who was

Grampa and Kate
lounging in his hammock with me nestled beside him, coughed and harrumphed a few
times, before he began to tell how one day he went out to his garden in back and found
his bird dog, Kate pointing at the woodpile. He called to her, but she wouldn’t move off
point. He always drew the story out, asking, “And what do you think? Was it a mouse?“
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“No!” I squealed.
“Was it a chicken?”
“No, silly Grampa!”
“Was it a woodchuck?”
“No, Grampa! You know what it was!” By now I was laughing and bouncing up
and down in the hammock. Grampa prolonged the story by telling in minute detail how
he went inside and looked all over the house for his hunting gun. He was going to shoot
it in the air to chase off the varmint, whatever it was. This part always took a long time to
tell. “Was that gun in the closet? Was it under the big chair? Down in the cellar? Up in
the attic? Under the porch?” By the time Grampa finished his list, he‟d be chuckling and
snorting, and I‟d be

shouting “No!” and

laughing even

harder. He finally got to the

part about how he

found his gun and went

back outside. When

he told how Kate jumped

and flushed an old

grey possum out of the

woodpile, he‟d be

laughing out loud. I

shrieked and

clapped. That old

hammock was just

swinging and shaking.
Storytelling in the hammock

Home Grown
There are more good stories about Grampa. He was always an avid gardener,
possibly more from necessity than desire. Because there was so little money during the
years in the Blue Ridge Mountains, the family lived on whatever they could grow. The
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peach trees in the Mission Home orchard were particularly prolific one year, so Grampa
decided that he should drive the horse and buggy down the mountain into Charlottesville
to see if he could sell some fresh peaches. The trip proved to be too much for the tender
fruit, and when he arrived, juice was dripping from the bottom of the buggy. A local man
stopped, stared and then said with a broad grin, “Mister, your jug has done busted!”
When the family moved from Mission Home to Charlottesville, Grampa
continued to grow almost all the food for the family, including my parents. Chickens and
an occasional turkey in the backyard were an important part of the household economy.
Every day one of the aunts or my grandmother collected the eggs, and when production
exceeded the family needs, the extras were sold.
Later on, when I was old enough, I was allowed to help collect the eggs. The hens
always made pleasant, clucking sounds when I threw handfuls of grain into their feeding
troughs. I thrust my hand into those still warm, cozy nests of straw, only recently vacated
by the sitting birds. I‟d usually find at least one egg in a nest, but I hated to find one with
gooey hen poop on it. I wiped my hand on my dress but couldn‟t get rid of that smell on
my hands.
Grampa had a large garden where he grew tomatoes, corn, peas and all sorts of
other vegetables. Apple and cherry trees in the yard provided fruit for preserves and pies.
Each spring Grampa competed with his neighbor, Clyde McGee (Auntie Lou‟s brother),
to see who could produce the first ripe tomato of the season. Grampa usually won,
thanks to all the chicken manure he worked into the soil. He explained his secret to me in
detail, because I think he wanted me to understand how important it was to make use of
every single thing, even chicken poop. Grampa planted flowering sweet peas all around
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the edges of his garden for their great show of color, emphasizing that a garden should be
beautiful as well as useful.
When I look at my gardens today, I always think of Grampa and wish that I could
show them to him. He’d be amazed at all the new varieties of vegetables available today.
He’d find yellow and purple string beans an oddity, and I’ll bet he’d really scratch his
head over pale yellow beets and red or purple carrots. Remembering Grampa’s garden, I
tried to make flowers an integral part of my own vegetable garden. I was not so
successful though. The sweet peas didn’t clilmb as they should but ran all over the
tomato patch; the marigolds thrived but the lettuce didn’t, and nasturtiums ran rampant
through the herb garden, blocking out the sun. My tall sunflowers and colorful daisies
were magnets for rabbits and deer. I wish that Grampa were here to give me some muchneeded advice.

Bon Appetite
I was always hungry, I‟m told, even as a baby. Mother fed me liberally, but the
baby books of that time

dictated that children should

be fed according to a strict

schedule. In the 1940s food

was not as plentiful as it is

today. The country had been

at war for a long time, and

many food items were

rationed. Our family never

missed any meals, but there

were few extras and no

substitutions. I was required

to eat whatever was on my

plate; it was a rule: we did

not waste food.

A Little Snack from the Garden
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My mother was not fond of cooking, but she did her best to supply us with the
necessary nutrition. We did have some rather strange meals though, like shad roe on
toast for breakfast. When I asked what it was, Mother‟s explanation only made it worse.
Sometimes breakfast included a small fish, salty and fried but with the tail still on.
Beef liver was my father‟s favorite dinner; back then it was inexpensive, so we
had it at least once a week. I‟d come in ravenous from playing outside, smelling
something delicious cooking in the kitchen, only to find at my place a plate full of…
liver. It always smelled so good when cooking, but when it was on my plate, I gagged.
Mother cut the liver slice into very small pieces, hoping that would help. I
screamed, “No! No! You are making it more!” She tried to explain that there was no
increase in amount, just smaller pieces. I didn‟t believe it. “It was only one piece, now
it‟s six,” I wailed. I finally learned to embed each piece in a wad of mashed potatoes and
swallow it whole. To this day, I dislike even the most delicately seasoned pate.
Grampa brought us eggs from his backyard chickens, but at our house those
delicious eggs were never served with bacon or sausage. Mother firmly believed that one
source of protein for breakfast would suffice. We might have a piece of bacon by itself on
another day but not along with eggs. The combination of the two was just “gilding the
lily,” Mother said.
Now when I crack open a beautiful, dark yoked egg produced by my niece
Shannon‟s chickens, I think back to those early days. We‟ve come full cycle all the way
through the home produced food of my grandparents, the frozen and enhanced foods of
my parents‟ generation, the fast foods of my younger days, and now we are back to
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locally grown, healthy food. Perhaps prompted by Grampa‟s example, my brother Bob
and his family now raise grass-fed Angus cattle and free range chickens, another step
towards a return to our roots.

In the Kitchen
As an enthusiastic cook myself, I marvel at what was involved with the
preparation of a meal in my grandparents‟ household. Certainly, they had none of the
conveniences of my own modern kitchen. What would Grammy and the aunts have
thought of such things as microwaves, immersion blenders and food processors?
Even without modern conveniences, these ladies were outstanding cooks. They
baked their own bread, and nothing was ever wasted. If a crust could be saved, it was
wrapped in wax paper and stored in an old green metal breadbox that sat on the corner of
the kitchen table. Otherwise, it was saved in a bucket of scraps for the chickens.
The old gas stove in Grammy‟s kitchen stood up off the floor on rusty metal legs
next to the sink. Both the burners on top and the oven had to be lit with long wooden
matches. I was terribly afraid of it, because the gas made a fearful whoosh when the
flame finally caught. Susie saved used wooden matches in a box over the sink. I‟m not
sure what purpose those used matches served, but they were carefully saved.
Grammy was compulsive about cleaning both the stove and the sink. Susie was
much less so. In fact, I remember her gutting freshly caught fish in the sink and leaving
blood spatters all along the sides. When Susie cooked the kitchen often looked like a
bomb had gone off in there. Mother remarked, “Susie cooks all over the entire kitchen.”
The process of getting a meal on the table followed strict a protocol which never
varied, no matter what the occasion. Grammy and the aunts cooked, but each one had her
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own particular job. Once I was old enough, I was expected to help set the table and fill
glasses with iced tea, and after dinner I helped with the dishes. Great-Grandmother
always cleared the table, even though she was confined to a wheel chair. She simply
loaded the dishes onto a teacart and pushed it into the kitchen.
Washing dishes also followed protocol. Susie, the chief dishwasher, plunged both
arms into steaming, soapy water and swished glasses, cutlery, and plates through in a
flash. It took more than one of us wielding Grammy‟s well-worn dishtowels (made from
chicken feed sacks) to keep up with her.
There was no dishwashing detergent back then. Soap remnants were saved from
the bathroom and laundry; these were pressed into a soap basket, a small square wire
contraption with handle on it, which was swished back and forth through the water to
churn up mountains of suds. Washed dishes were never left to drain—every single one
was immediately wiped and returned to its place on the pantry shelf.
Because the refrigerator was quite small, food was often stored on the back porch
when the weather was cool enough. Butter was kept in the cupboard, and there were
always two containers, one for the table, and the other for cooking. Susie scraped stray
bits of butter from the dinner plates into what she called her butter tub. This would then
be used for cooking. Nothing was ever wasted.
The ladies did all sorts of culinary projects on an old kitchen table with a white
enameled top that showed countless nicks and scratches from years of food preparation.
A metal stool pulled up to the table allowed the ladies to sit while they peeled apples or
chopped vegetables. Aunt Betty rolled out many a piecrust on that tabletop.
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Each Saturday night after dinner, Susie clamped an old-fashioned, hand-cranked
grinder to the edge of the table and ground up all the week‟s leftover food scraps to make
“hash.” Anything was fair game. The product, which might be served on toast (made
from stale bread) for Sunday night supper was surprisingly good, but once I realized how
it was made, I completely lost my appetite for hash.
Today, many of the rituals of my grandmother‟s kitchen seem unnecessary. Yet
the ladies knew what worked, and they did things exactly like their own mothers had
taught them. In a rapidly changing world, they changed very little. Perhaps that very
sameness was comforting and reassuring.

Feasting
Holiday dinners at Grampa and Grammy’s house were important occasions. In
the fall of 1941 four generations gathered for Thanksgiving dinner. Great-grandmother
Jones was the oldest, next came my grandparents and their siblings along with the other
adopted aunts, then my parents, and then me. As the only grandchild at the time, I held
center stage. Later, as our little family added first one and then another brother, and small
cousins as well, I found myself relegated to a supporting role.
For this special occasion, on Thanksgiving of 1941, I was cast as “Grammy’s
Little Helper.” It was not a role that I relished, because it meant that I had to stay inside
and help while my parents, Grampa and Uncle Freeland chatted on the front porch.
Someone noticed me just when I slipped out the back screen door to play with Grampa’s
bird dog, Kate. I was firmly told, “Alice, go wash your hands. And, don’t get your pretty
dress dirty.” Obviously, Grammy’s little helper was at the beck and call of the ladies in
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the kitchen. Still, there were certain advantages, like overhearing the gossip between
Grammy and the great aunts in the kitchen.
“Did you see what she was wearing?”
“I did. I was appalled. In the church, yet!”
“And her husband not dead even a month!”
“Did you know that poor Mr. Shifflet is laid up again?”
“My goodness, no! And Miss Ella so poorly too. How ever will they manage?”
Grammy was the undisputed mistress of her kitchen. Aunt Sue and Aunt Betty
were relegated to carrying out her general plans, and Auntie Lou and Great Grandmother
helped as best they could. For the most part things went smoothly, but the balance could
be upset if one of the aunts a different agenda. This led to occasional snippy exchanges.
“Sister, I’ll thank you to leave that for now.”
“But I need this bowl. You can use the other one.”
“No. The bread is in its second rising—it stays in this bowl. Take another one.”
“Did anyone bring the butterbeans and tomatoes up from the cellar?”
“I suppose you expect me to do that too?”
“No, dear. But I do expect that you will clean up this sink when you are done.”
Aunt Sue flung a wooden spoon into the sink and turned on the water. Amid the
clatter of pots and the hiss of steam from the stove Aunt Betty faded quietly out of harm’s
way, and I slunk behind the swinging door to the pantry. Grammy discovered me there
and took me by the hand. “Come along Alice, dear. We’ll go to the cellar for the
butterbeans and tomatoes.”
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Grammy and the great aunts put up enough garden vegetables in jars to last until
the next growing season. The cellar was simply a dirt basement under the house. You
had to go down steep, creaky stairs, and it was always dark. There were strange noises,
musty smells and possibilities of things too fierce to mention. I followed Grammy down
those creaky wooden stairs illuminated only by the wan light from a single 40watt bulb
overhead. Shadows danced around all the corners, and I thought I felt cobwebs on my
face. I clung to Grammy‟s hand, and I wasn‟t even tempted look at all the many tools and
things stored under the stairs. Grammy found what she needed, and I bounded back
upstairs into daylight, hoping that there weren’t any spiders clinging to my legs.
Now it was time to set the table. A precise seating arrangement put Grampa and
Grammy at opposite ends of a long, narrow table, with Grammy at the end nearest the
kitchen. I sat next to Grampa at the other end, and Daddy sat next to me, to assert the
necessary discipline. My mother sat at Grampa’s left. The others—the great aunts, Great
Grandmother in her wheelchair, and Uncle Freeland—filled in along the sides.
There were never enough dining room chairs to go around this expanded table, so
Aunt Sue sent me to find a couple of extras. I found one out in the hall by the telephone
table, right under those scary ancestor pictures on the wall and quickly shoved it towards
the dining room.
I knew that I could find another chair in Grampa's study, but I wasn‟t supposed to
go in there. I pondered the situation. Since it was Thanksgiving, and this was a very
important errand, surely it would be all right for me to get that chair. Once inside, I
closed the door that I could have a look at the papers on his desk and poke through a
couple of desk drawers. There was nothing of interest there, only more papers and a few
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pieces of mail. I examined a dusty world globe that I found on a book shelf and bounced
up and down in Grampa‟s leather reading chair. I spun Grampa‟s rotating bookshelf
around several times just to watch it wobble. Grampa‟s books were old and dusty. I
supposed most of them were about religion, since Grampa was a minister. I pulled out
one or two, but they didn‟t have pictures, just big words in very small letters. At least my
dad‟s books had pictures of naked, diseased people in them. Being a doctor must be a lot
more interesting than being a minister.
I found a straight-backed wooden chair and dragged it out into the hall, carefully
avoiding eye contact with the ancestors on the wall. By now the extra leaves had been
added to the table, and it was so long that Grammy‟s chair stuck out into the hall.
“Alice, would you pick up those candle sticks, please?” I bounced forward to
help as Aunt Betty spread out a heavy white tablecloth over the extended table. “Now
you can put them back—just let‟s use these pretty green candles in them. I wedged the
waxy cylinders into polished silver holders and pushed them towards the center of the
table. “That‟s fine. Just leave me room for the flowers.” Aunt Betty bustled off towards
the kitchen.
I carefully placed heavy silver knives and forks around the table just as Mother
had shown me. I ran my fingers over ornate handles that were engraved with a curly
script "MRM.” Assorted teaspoons in many different patterns stood upright in a cut glass
jar near Grammy‟s end of the table. When no grownups were looking, I dumped all the
spoons out onto the table and looked at the different patterns. Mother later explained that
teaspoons were frequently given as wedding gifts. There was no thought to matching the
other silverware, since teaspoons were not part of the table setting. All the various pieces
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of family silver were inherited from different relatives, so no one ever cared whether they
matched. My generation was the first to prefer matched silverware.
Next came big linen napkins, soft from many launderings and frayed from years
of constant use. Each one was carefully rolled into a silver napkin ring, all except Aunt
Sue‟s. Her napkin ring was a carved wooden rabbit. I played with it for a while, making
it hop around the candle sticks and wished that I could have a napkin ring. But at my
place there was only a large tea towel to tuck under my chin to catch spills.
“Alice, come get the plates please.” Grammy summoned me to the pantry and
handed me a stack. “And, be careful—they are heavy.” The plates didn‟t match either,
because some were Great Grandmother‟s, brought along when she came to live with
Grampa and Grammy, and some were Grammy‟s wedding china. I put the plates down at
Grampa‟s end of the table and went back to collect some smaller plates and bowls.
“These are for the aspic salad,” Aunt Sue said,” and these will be bread and butter
plates.” Why would anyone needed a whole plate for bread and butter? Aunt Sue then
handed me a couple of extras. “These are bone plates,” she explained. “Put them near
where the turkey will be.”
Aunt Betty appeared with a couple of tiny round glass bowls filled with salt.
Each one had a little bitty spoon in it. She explained, “These are salt dishes. Put one
down near Grandpa‟s place.” I mashed the crusted salt with the tiny spoon, but I was ever
so careful not to spill it on the tablecloth.
Finally, it was time for dinner. Grampa called us all to order for the saying of
grace. After much fiddling with chairs, laughing and confusion until everyone settled
down, grace was said with great ceremony, and clearing of throats. I became very
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impatient. Wasn‟t Thanksgiving supposed to be about eating, not praying? My father‟s
firm hand on my arm meant that I‟d better be quiet.
Finally Grammy appeared with a huge turkey on a platter. Grampa raised this bird
himself, along with his pheasants and chickens. Even though I‟d probably met this very
same turkey alive out in the chicken yard, and maybe I‟d even tossed it some scratch
feed, I didn‟t mind seeing a cooked turkey on a platter today.
Bowls and bowls of food kept coming from the kitchen. Besides the turkey there
were bowls of corn pudding, stewed tomatoes and butter beans. There were potatoes from
Grampa‟s garden, and Aunt Betty made a big bowl of dressing to go with the turkey. Of
course there was cranberry sauce made from berries Susie had picked out at the farm. I
loved the soft, fragrant mashed potatoes, but I also enjoyed the stewed tomatoes, because
they could be mixed with potatoes for colorful results. Mashed potatoes also worked well
for covering up bits of the dreaded tomato aspic, known as “salad” in this household.
Grampa surveyed the turkey, then turned to me and asked,
"Now who would like a piece of this old turkey buzzard here?"
"Oh Grampa-that's not a buzzard—it‟s a tur-key!"
I knew very well that he was joking, because what grownups called turkey
buzzards were not anything you would ever want to eat. I'd seen them on the road picking
at dead things. Besides, I wanted Grampa to get on with the main business of this day.
Grampa whacked off a leg with his huge carving knife, put it on a plate and
handed it to me. "I guess you'd like to have a leg from this old turkey buzzard now,
wouldn't you?" I nodded and reached for the plate but was quickly prompted by my dad,
"Say 'Yes thank you!‟"
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I'd been taught to wait until the others were served, but having that huge turkey
leg on my plate was so tempting. I ran a finger around the edge of the plate licked it while
nobody was looking. It took forever until the vegetables made their way down the table
and back again, and the rolls were passed around. I fiddled with the little salt dish until
Daddy reached over to stop me. Obviously, none of the adults were as hungry as I was.
I ate like a savage, tearing and gnawing at that huge turkey leg. Grease dripped
down my chin. My mother across the table looked pained, but neither she nor Daddy said
anything. I suppose my appetite came naturally, because Grampa also enjoyed his food
immensely. When he chewed, his jaw popped loudly. I stopped eating and put down my
turkey leg just to watch him chew and listen to the pops. He explained that this was a
special trick than not many people could do.
After the feast came dessert, the very best part of dinner. Full as I was, I could
always eat dessert. Aunt Sue and Aunt Betty moved with military precision to clear the
table, and then out came two large bowls of “Ladyfinger” pudding—my most favorite
dessert in the whole world! I always wished that Mother would make it for us at home,
but she never did. It was something special that we had at Grammy‟s house and only on
special occasions.

Prayers
At my Mason grandparents‟ home, prayers inevitably followed any meal, even
though we‟d already said grace before. It was always the same. After breakfast or
supper, the ritual was mercifully short, but after a big dinner on special days like
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Thanksgiving or Christmas, there were always really Big Prayers. Those always took an
awfully long time.
I dilly-dallied around as long as I could. I helped Great Grandmother collect the
dirty dishes from the table and put them onto a teacart. I collected the leftover bread for
the chickens and used my fingers to lick the last of the pudding from the serving bowl,
but alas, Mother found me and marched me into the living room.
I was assigned to sit with Grammy in her armchair, so she could impose the
discipline necessary for such an unholy child. I snuggled in next to her in the soft blue
chair that stood next to Grampa‟s big brown one and pretended to read her prayer book.
Sometimes I‟d turn around and look at the portrait of the lady with the hand* that hung
behind Grammy‟s chair. She seemed to be amused at all the goings on.
Grampa always had a long list of people to pray for, but Grammy had her own
list, written down on a little slip of paper she kept in her prayer book. She followed it
closely, just in case Grampa forgot anyone. The tall grandfather clock behind Grammy‟s
chair ticked the minutes away while Grampa rustled through his prayer books and papers.
Grammy leaned over and whispered to him, and he harrumphed a few times, but he
couldn‟t seem to find the right page. I wriggled around so that I could watch the clock
pendulum move back and forth. Old Uncle Freeland fell asleep and started to snore.
Susie glared at him, but he was asleep and didn‟t see her. She reached out her foot and
jiggled his chair until he stopped snoring, but then he sat up and pulled out a large
handkerchief. Just as Grampa intoned, “Heavenly Father, we thank thee….” Uncle
Freeland blew his nose loudly and topped it off with a whole series of snorts and
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wheezes. I started to snicker but Grammy‟s strong fingers locked onto my thigh just
above the knee. A quick glance at my parents sitting on the sofa across the room earned
* Mary Eliza Valentine (See page 23)
me one of those “you‟d better behave” looks. Mother looked restless too, probably
because she needed to get outside and smoke a cigarette, a practice that was strictly
forbidden in that household.
Grampa began again. He had his own little collection of prayers to go along with
the usual ones in the Episcopal prayer book. He droned on and on, accompanied by
Uncle Freeland‟s snores and the ticking of the clock. He started down his list of people
who needed prayers. Whenever he forgot one, Grammy leaned towards his chair and
whispered a name—Mr. Shifflet or Miss Elizabeth somebody or other—and after noisily
clearing his throat, Grampa continued his litany.
As my grandparents aged, prayers took longer and longer. By the time my little
brothers were old enough to participate, my place at prayers was on the old velvet sofa
directly across the room from the grandparents‟ chairs. When we had to kneel down and
say the Lord‟s Prayer and listen to Grampa read from the Book of Common Prayer, I
thought I would die of boredom. I‟d wait until all the adults had their heads down in
prayer, then I‟d poke my little brother, Roy. Or I„d bury my face in one of those musty
velvet pillows to see if I could hold my breath for an entire minute. Roy was allergic to
dust, so I‟d pound on the pillows to see if I could get him to sneeze. If Daddy saw me,
he‟d reach over and squeeze my wrist very hard. But by then it was too late. Roy would
be coughing and sneezing from all that old pillow dust.
The most fun was if somebody farted. Given the age of the folks in my
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grandparents‟ home, this could usually be counted on. It was really hard to keep from
laughing, and this just made things worse. When Dad gave us the evil eye, I‟d bury my
face in a pillow to keep from laughing out loud, and that would make me sneeze too.
Soon the entire sofa would be shaking with our suppressed laughter and honking sneezes.
There were censorious looks from my parents or the older relatives, but it sure took the
sting out of prayers.

Holding Clinic
Back when we lived in Charlottesville and went to Grammy and Grampa‟s house,
the old folks would gather in the living room before dinner to discuss their various aches
and pains with my doctor dad. This custom continued long after we moved away.
Whenever we made our yearly visit back to Charlottesville, they‟d all line up to discuss
their ailments, both real and imagined. Mother called this “holding clinic.” I thought of it
more as an organ recital. Everyone seemed to have a different problem.
It took Dad about an hour, sometimes more, to listen to one and all, but he was
always patient and willing to listen. Grammy needed her allergy shots—she suffered
from hay fever. Grampa needed advice on his diet—he tended to gain weight as he aged,
and he often complained about being “down in the back.” Uncle Freeland had multiple
ills, each of which required some comment or advice, and the aunts‟ complaints ranged
from minor headaches to crippling arthritis. Somebody was always constipated, which
would be discussed in great detail and the appropriate advice given.
In truth, all of those dear folks were aging. They could no longer keep up the
vigorous pace to which they were accustomed. Grampa had to reduce the size of his
vegetable garden because he couldn‟t dig and plant it all each spring. Aunt Betty
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couldn‟t get her flower garden weeded. There was a lot of discussion about aching backs
and sore knees among the gardeners of the family. I didn‟t understand it then, but I
certainly do now.
During the years that I attended Mary Washington College in Fredericksburg, I
frequently took the bus to Charlottesville on the weekends. The Fredericksburg campus
was the site of the Women‟s College of the University of Virginia, and at the time, the
two campuses were not coed. Consequently, there was little social life there during the
week. Most of us made weekend dates with guys at the men‟s campus in Charlottesville.
Although I didn‟t stay with my grandparents on those occasions, I usually stopped
by to see them. Once I brought along a young man that I‟d been dating for several
months. Ray Olinger was a freshman medical student, a quiet, gentle farm boy from a
large southwestern Virginia family, so I assumed that he could tolerate my eccentric
collection of older relatives. I explained about the prayers and the various rituals around
meals, but I forgot to warn him about the “clinic.”
No sooner had I introduced Ray as a freshman medical student than Uncle
Freeland disappeared upstairs. He then returned with his collection of pills and
ointments, which he carefully lined up on the dining room table for Ray‟s inspection.
Ray nodded, rubbed his chin and made an appropriate “Hmmm.”
Uncle Freeland studied Ray expectantly, hoping for more. But with nothing
forthcoming, he decided to move things along a bit. He held up an arthritic finger, which
was bent in a rather peculiar manner. “See, this here. This finger has gone numb on me.
Can‟t feel a thing.” Uncle Freeland smiled, showing a distinct lack of teeth. “Got to say,
got another one of „em too that doesn‟t work either. See here…” He waggled another
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crooked finger ending in a thick, yellowed nail.
“Let that poor young man alone, Freeland. He‟s not come to treat your finger.”
Grammy admonished. “Can‟t see why this has to go on and on so,” Susie muttered under
her breath. “Dinner‟s ready and nobody yet ready for it.” She wrung her hands in her
apron and glared at all of us.
Poor Ray. He was only a freshman medical student, still struggling with Anatomy
and Biochemistry, and other preclinical courses. I doubt that he‟d even learned how to
take a medical history, much less make a diagnosis. Nonetheless, Ray was a kind soul.
He examined Uncle Freeland‟s finger and said “Hmmm” again. But thanks to dinner
being ready, he didn‟t have to do anything else. Uncle Freeland forgot his ailments as
soon as he sat down to eat. Ray not only made it through clinic, and dinner but even
through the dreaded prayers. He was truly a good sport and a caring friend.
McClaren Johnson, Jr, my fiancée, later my husband, had a similar experience
when he came to Charlottesville to meet my grandparents. We drove up from Atlanta
with my parents and little brothers for our annual visit. By this time, Uncle Freeland had
died, so Mac only had to deal with the aunts. In fact, he enjoyed teaming up with my dad
to treat the older relatives, and the old folks were delighted to have two doctors on hand.
I don‟t think there were any miracle cures, but Mac‟s excellent clinical skills ensured that
he was accepted into the family. Since he had just finished medical school, participating
in the “clinic” was a piece of cake.
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5. Southern History
There is properly no history, only biography.
---Ralph Waldo Emerson
History is Personal
Our family has been imbued with a sense of history for as long as I can
remember. Of course, in those early times in the south, where the past still clings like a
faded shirt to the back of the present, they lived their history. The Civil War did not pass
lightly over that part of Virginia. Much has already been written about the conflict, both
in terms of military maneuvers and the effect on the economy of Virginia, but for our
family, it was very personal. Battles were fought, in and around Richmond, just south of
the family home at Neston. Later generations clung to the mystique of the war, referring
to it as “The Great Unpleasantness.”
My great grandfather, Edward Valentine Jones, was an eyewitness to the conflict.
He kept a detailed diary, which was later transcribed by his youngest daughter, my great
aunt, Susie. Great Grandfather was only 19 years old when he enlisted, yet his writing is
strikingly mature. A brief excerpt:
April 2nd, Sunday, 1865 5:00 PM. We hear this evening that Richmond is to be
evacuated, that General Lee has been attacked by immense bodies of troops along his
lines and that they were broken in three places….What an announcement to us, what
stunning news. Richmond, which we had begun to think impregnable, at last to be given
up. But General Grant deserves no glory and General Lee no censure; the former had
nothing to do but bring his enormous hordes against our thin line, which was
overpowered and forced back.
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He described the aftermath of war:
Wednesday, April 12, 1865. Our mules have suffered terribly on this retreat from
Richmond. I know that none in our battalion, when I saw them this morning, had eaten a
mouthful of any kind of food since Saturday night—a four day‟s fast. They have been
hitched to the guns since the surrender, Sunday morning, and had, when I left, eaten the
tongues out of one or two limbers, some spokes from several wheels, two or three tents
and one or two overcoats. Poor creatures! I could but not feel for their sufferings, which
were so patiently borne.
I was horrified to read about the plight of the mules, but the writing absorbed me.
Great Grandfather was home schooled, as most were in those days. After reading his
account, I knew that if I would call myself a writer, I‟d have quite a lot to live up to.

The Grand Estate
In rural Virginia of the early 20th century, family gatherings were the primary
means of social interaction. People went by horse and buggy to the next farm over for a
dinner, a birthday celebration, or just a visit. Back then, in what country people called
“olden times,” rural homes and farms had names rather than street addresses. Most folks
are familiar with Thomas Jefferson‟s Monticello or James Madison‟s Montpelier, yet
even ordinary families named their small farms and modest houses. This custom probably
came with the settlers from England, where every little bungalow was given a grand
sounding name.
Our family was no different. Neston was the home of Big Aunt Sue (Sue Ruffin,
sister of Mary Smith Ruffin) and her husband, Uncle Ned Harrison. It occupied only a
few acres of land on the James River, just a little ways up from Richmond. It was a
modest holding, but family lore accorded it all of the importance of a huge country estate.
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I‟d heard so much about Neston while I was growing up that I thought it was one of those
grand antebellum mansions.
When I was ten years old in 1946, my parents took me to visit Neston, then
owned by a distant cousin. Much to my surprise, that famous estate consisted of a little
clapboard house with a yard just barely big enough for a garden. When Big Aunt Sue and
Uncle Ned lived there, there were also chickens and a cow. The side yard sloped down a
wooded hill to a large tidewater creek formed by an arm of the James River. The old pier
built by my grandfather Jones was no longer there, but I was told that it was very
important back when visitors often arrived by boat.

The Aunt Sues
Big Aunt Sue Harrison (Sue Ruffin) was my great-grandmother Jones‟ (Mary
Smith Ruffin) older sister. Although she lived before my time, the tales that were told
painted her as quite a character. She was small in stature but very energetic, opinionated
and quick-tempered. One relative described her as “a charmer, but without a ray of
looks.” We also called Susie “Aunt Sue,” which was doubtless confusing to outsiders.
By tradition, the older lady was always called “Big” Aunt Sue, despite her small size, and
“Little” Aunt Sue referred to the younger one. Due to the habit of name duplication, we
also had Big and Little Uncle Ruffins, Alices, Bobs, Edwards, Roys and Mary Ruffins in
the family. Thank goodness this tradition has run its course!
Uncle Ned died in 1914 while they were still building the house at Neston. Big
Aunt Sue, now a widow, took no interest in finishing the interior details of the house.
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Now that she was alone, she invited my great grandparents (her sister and brother-in-law)
and their youngest daughter (Susie) to live with her.
Aunt Jane, now 94 years old, was one of the visiting “children.” She remembered
some details about the house: “The living room was painted white. It had lovely
rosewood chairs, a small sofa stuffed with horsehair and a music box that we children
loved. The other rooms of the house were brown and unpainted. As far as I know, they
were never decorated beyond the bare necessities.”
Aunt Jane also remembered that the only heat for the house was the wood stove in
the kitchen. This meant that when cold weather set in, the bedrooms were quite cold.
Big Aunt Sue always rose early to make a fire in the wood stove before anyone else got
up. Little Sue (Susie) soon followed, clumping down the steps in her boots and slamming
the front door as she went out to feed the chickens before breakfast. That commotion
would wake anyone who was still sleeping under piles of quilts in the frigid upstairs.

Summer Camp
Big Aunt Sue had no children of her own, but she frequently invited the various
young nieces, nephews and cousins to come for extended visits. As I mentioned earlier,
it was those summers at Neston that encouraged my parents‟ romantic relationship. They
used to laugh and reminisce about Neston like it was some sort of fabulous summer
camp. Indeed, it must have been exactly that. The rural setting provided plenty of places
for children to play and explore. There were pastures, woods, and a narrow inlet from the
river, as well as fallen logs and vines and rocks—all things that could create spontaneous
adventures.
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Uncle Jack, my father‟s youngest brother, recalls that the entire Mason family,
being Big Aunt Sue‟s cousins, usually came in June to spend several weeks at Neston.
During the Mason visit there was usually also a Jones family reunion, with my
grandfather Jones‟ family boating up the river from Newport News and another group
coming up by boat from Norfolk. Somehow, all of those folks found a place to bunk in
the three small rooms upstairs. They must have been quite cozy, but nobody minded. In
those early years of the 20th century, Neston was the summer place to be.
Susie was only

about 18 years old when she

moved to Neston with

her now elderly parents. She

recorded the flavor of

those summers filled with

activities in a charming

little book of poetry. Even

without first hand

knowledge of the daily

happenings, I can

imagine the fun. Susie certainly

had her hands full with

that bunch of kids. One of her

poems paints a

wonderful picture of the kids at

play:

Susie at age 18
In Neston Wood, the grape vines fall
In lovely loops, but the best of all
Is one that hangs from a big oak tree
In a long, strong rope, straight as can be.
And the most fun—though it‟s risky too
And a perfectly thrilling thing to do—
Is to grab it and run to the very edge
Of the steep ravine and kick off from the ledge
Swing boldly over its depths and then
Around the trunk of the tree again
We wonder if we shall have courage to face
Our horrified Aunt, if she ever should see
How we dare the depths and escape the tree.
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Susie actively participated in the many adventures of those young people who
became my parents and my various aunts and uncles. In her own mind, she always
remained one of the “children.” In fact, a letter to her from my grandmother, who was at
the time, 97 years old, says, “ In our family, yours is a much loved name. The children
still think of you as they did when you were associated with all the joys of Neston days.
Those were their carefree glad days.” Those “children” she mentions are now long gone,
leaving only delightfully imagined memories for me to relish.

Life at Neston
Life seemed simple in those days, yet it was always a struggle to make the small
plot of land productive and to care for the cow and chickens. Susie wrote of her trials
with predators that threatened her chickens. Even though she dearly loved animals and
all of nature, she soon became “…a blood-thirsty monster, I being the only one young
enough to defend our flock. Snakes, possums and even a swamp owl regularly raided our
fowls.”
The family lived for the most part on whatever raised. There were also fish in
Herring Creek, the arm of the river that ran right by the shore of the Neston property.
Susie, being the youngest and most agile of the aging residents, was the designated
fisherman. She wrote of an incident one winter where she slipped and fell off the pier
into six feet of water. She had been fishing, caught a fish large enough for supper, but
realized that she had not brought a bucket to put him in. “ I started back to the house to
procure it, slipped off …swam a few yards in heavy winter coat, but I still had hold of my
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fish. I rescued my hat that was floating downstream, and climbed the hill to the house.”
She then told how she changed into dry clothes and went back to catch several more fish.
Food was acquired wherever it was found, including from the surrounding woods.
The family would not have gone to a grocery store to buy a turkey for a Thanksgiving
feast. A turkey would be obtained by shooting one in its natural environment. As Susie
tells it, shortly before Thanksgiving, she was fishing in the creek near the main fishing
hole:
when I heard a wild turkey gobble further on up the creek. I went home, got the
double-barreled shot gun …crept along the rough wood path, afraid to cock the gun for
fear that I might stumble. Sure enough, there was a turkey running just out of range
inside the fence, and another overhead in a tree. I aimed and pulled the trigger, but no
report—I had forgotten to cock the gun! That turkey flew off, right past our dining room
window.
Life at Neston enjoyed none of the luxuries that we take for granted today. Even
the most basic chores were done by hand, and considerable labor was involved. Susie
wrote of making butter with an old porch churn: It would be difficult to think of Neston
without recalling the old “swing-churn” on the back porch. Many hours have I sat in a
chair at one end, pushing and pulling while reading a book. Many a pat of butter and
many a gallon of buttermilk did that old churn yield. All the youngsters who came in the
summers loved buttermilk—a stone crock of it was usually to be found on the sideboard
at the midday meal... none of the young folk were at Neston on the dire occasion when I
had not seated the churn properly on its “swings.” I must have given it a good hard
push; it turned upside down and spilled several gallons of sour milk and cream on the
porch floor. Good thing it wasn‟t in the kitchen!

The Staunch Confederate
Big Aunt Sue might have been small, but she had a fiery personality. Aunt Jane
remembers that one time her family—she, her parents and sister, Martha—arrived by
boat at Neston. They had come all the way from Norfolk, which back then would have
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been an all day trip. They would have gone across the Chesapeake Bay to Hampton
Rhodes and then on up the James River. They had made it in good time and were just
tying up at the dock when Susie came down greet them. She smiled a little hesitantly,
and then giggled. “I know you are tired, but perhaps you‟d better wait just a minute or
two before going up to the house—those two old ladies are fighting and the fur is just aflying!” She meant Big Aunt Sue and her sister, my great-grandmother. I don‟t know
what they were fighting about, but I suppose they patched things up in time for the family
gathering.
Both Aunt Sue and her husband, Uncle Ned, were true southern Confederates. To
them, anyone living north of Virginia was probably untrustworthy and possibly even one
of “those damned Yankees.” But then, this is how they had been raised. Here is an
interesting tale about Uncle Ned.
He was only a boy when the civil war started. His family lived up the James
River, not far from where the future Neston homestead would be. The word came from
someone on horseback that Yankee boats were coming up the river. Uncle Ned, aged
thirteen, swam along with a friend out to the middle of the river to watch for the soldiers.
They thought it would be great adventure to see the Yankee soldiers. Unfortunately, the
boys were captured and taken on board the enemy boat. A Yankee soldier pointed to a
herd of cattle grazing near the shore, “See those cows? Yesterday they were yours, but
today they‟re ours!” Undaunted, Ned replied, “Yes, but we‟ll get „em all back
tomorrow!” The soldiers soon released the boys, and the Confederates did, indeed,
recover their cows.
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Big Aunt Sue remained an ardent supporter of the Confederacy even into her old
age. When the state of Virginia went Republican after the Civil War, she complained, “I
haven‟t had a country for a long time. Now I don‟t have a state. I only have Charles City
County, and it‟s full of Yankees. But thank the Lord, they are dying off right fast now!”
Aunt Sue disliked President Lincoln intensely. She wouldn‟t even take a $5 bill
from anyone because it had his picture on it. Somebody once asked her, “Aunt Sue, if
you hate President Lincoln so much, why on earth do you have that old picture of him
hanging on the wall?”
“Ah, shucks!” exclaimed Aunt Sue. She snatched the picture frame down, turned
it over and then hung it back on its nail. The framed picture was one she had cut out of a
newspaper or magazine, and it had somehow gotten turned over. The intended portrait of
General Robert E. Lee was on the other side.
Big Aunt Sue lived out her days at Neston, cared for by family members during her
final illness. She died in 1931. Her grave is in the family plot in Westover Churchyard
where, according to her expressed wishes, she was buried wrapped in the Confederate flag.

Treasure Recovered
In my Grandmother Mason‟s dining room, a large silver tea service stood on the
sideboard. I was told that it was inherited from her aunt, Big Aunt Sue. I stared at my own
childish face reflected in the polished metal of the large tea urn. It was not a perfect
reflection though. A large dent wrinkled the silver on one side. I asked my mother if she
knew why the dent was there and why no one had bothered to have it repaired.
Mother laughed. “There is quite a bit of history there, you see. That‟s why it was
never fixed. Aunt Sue Harrison inherited that silver service from her mother, and that dent
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happened during the Civil War. The family got word that the Yankees were already in
Richmond and would be coming up the river and raiding farms along the way. They
quickly buried the silver in the sand just under the bridge that crossed the James River near
their home. When the Yankee troops arrived, they charged across the bridge, hauling their
heavy artillery. The bridge held together, but it sagged under the weight of the troops and
their cannons. Because the family had been in such a hurry, they had buried the silver in a
shallow hole, barely covering it with sand. All that weight on the bridge dented the large tea
urn. After the troops left the area, the family dug up the silver, only slightly the worse for
wear.”
That silver service, dent and all, remained on the sideboard in my grandmother‟s
home until her death. It was then passed down to my mother and eventually to my brother‟s
family. None of us ever used it to serve tea, but we enjoyed telling its story.
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APPENDIX
Name in memoir

Also known as

Alice Johnson-Zeiger
Alice Jones, Grandmother Jones
Aunt Alice
Mother , Mary Ruffin
Susie
Grammy
Grandfather
Great Grandfather Jones
Great Grandmother Jones
Great-great-Grandfather Jones
Great-great-Grandmother Jones
Great Grandfather Goodwin
Great Grandmother Goodwin
Great Grandmother Goodwin (2)
Great Grandmother Goodwin (3)
Great-great-grandmother Goode
Uncle Ned Harrison
Big Aunt Sue, Aunt Sue Harrison
Great-great Aunt Sue
Big Uncle Ruffin
“Uncle” Ruffin
Edward Jones, Uncle Edward
Aunt Jane
“Aunt “ Martha, Martha Dab
Uncle Bob
Uncle Archer
Grampa
Daddy, Young Roy
Uncle Edward
Great Grandfather Mason
Great Grandmother Mason
Aunt Bessie
Uncle Freeland
Uncle Jack
Roy Mason (my brother)
Robert Mason (my brother)
Aunt Betty
Auntie Lou

Alice Ruffin Mason
Alice Crump Goodwin (Jones)
Alice Goodwin Jones
Mary Ruffin Jones (Mason)
Sue Wilcox Jones, Great Aunt Sue
Mary Ruffin Jones (Mason)
Edward Valentine Jones II
Edward Valentine Jones
Mary Smith Ruffin (Jones)
John Wiggington Jones
Mary Eliza Valentine (Jones)
Robert Archer Goodwin
Sarah (Sallie) Carter Crump
Mary Ambler Harrison
Harriet Maddox Butts
Alice Goode
Edward Cunningham Harrison
Susan Archer Ruffin (Harrison)
Sue Archer Jones
Edmund Ruffin Jones
Edmund Ruffin Jones II
Edward Valentine Jones III
Jane Dabney Jones
Martha Dabney Jones
Robert Archer Goodwin Jones
Archer LeBaron Jones
Wiley Roy Collins Mason
Wiley Roy Mason, Jr.
Edward Valentine Mason
Julien Jaquelin Mason
Elizabeth Freeland
Elizabeth Freeland Mason (Taloe)
Thomas Freeland Mason
Julien Jaquelin Mason II
Wiley Roy Mason III, Roy III
Robert Archer Mason, Bobby
Elizabeth Winegar
Louisa McGee
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